Canada: British Columbia: Vancouver [PDF]
Correspondence [PDF]
Re:
04 March 2016 submission to Capetown; Hong Kong,
Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland
Police:
Notice of Possible Fraudulent practices being practiced by
Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee;
Administrator: Jaap Le Roux; Founder: Graham Power;
Executive Committee: Ras Myburgh; Edward Beeka; Amanda
Buys; Patrick Kuwana; Chris Lodewyk; Mgayi Bongani; Gert
Roberts; Hardus Zevenster; International Advisors: Roy Chen;
Dan Daniels; Datuk Edward Ong; Geoff Tunicliffe; Don
Simmonds; Phil Warbrick [PDF]. Proof of Service [PDF]
Last Updated: 04 May 2016

To, From & About:

British Columbia Attorney General & Vancouver Police:
Attorney General and Minister of Justice: Honourable Suzanne Anton
(JAG.Minister@gov.bc.ca); Deputy Attorney General: Richard Fyfe QC
(agwebfeedback@gov.bc.ca); Chief Constable Adam Palmer (adam.palmer@vpd.ca); Daryl Wiebe
(daryl.wiebe@vpd.ca); Vancouver Police Dept (vpd@vpd.ca);

Unashamedly Ethical: Dr Geoff Tunnicliffe
Former Chief Executive Officer and Secretary General for the World Evangelical Alliance
(WEA). Speaker at churches, conventions and universities, on poverty, HIV/AIDS, human
trafficking, human rights, interfaith dialogue and spirituality. Consults with senior politicians,
government and business leaders and media to comment on these key issues and provide an
evangelical Christian perspective. Co-President of Religions for Peace. Former Official Advisor
to Secretary Clinton’s Working Group on Religion and Foreign Policy for the US State
Department. Resident of Vancouver.
Geoff Tunicliffe (gt@geofftglobal.com); Geoff Tunicliffe (tunnicliffeg@efc-canada.com);
Dr Geoff Tunicliffe via World Evangelical Alliance (wea@worldea.org); Timothy K. Goropevsek
(timothyg@worldea.org); Evangelical Fellowship of Canada (efc@evangelicalfellowship.ca);
Center for Faith and Public Life (ottawa@evangelicalfellowship.ca); Quebec (bergeronp@laec.ca);
Anita Levesque (MediaRelations@theefc.ca); Religions for Peace (info@rfp.org); Religions for
Peace USA (rfpusa@rfpusa.org); Africa Council of Religious Leaders (secretariat@acrl-rfp.org);
European Council of Religious Leaders (ecrl@rfp-europe.eu); North Park Community Church
(admin@northpark.ca); Paul and Anita Bertrand (ei_icr@yahoo.com); Harold & Barbara Coles
(harold.coles@om.org); Kevin & Christine Cuz (cuz.kevin@gmail.com); Beth Donchai
(taweeandbeth@gmail.com); Rebekah Drew (rebekah_drew@sil.org); David & Cathy Foster
(rolandclarke1139@yahoo.com); Juan Froese (jchamber@mcmaster.ca); Thomas Froese
(thomasfroese@thomasfroese.com); Phil & Merilee Henderson (phenderson@maf.org); Gaston &
Margot Jolin (gast.marg@live.ca); Marjorie Moore (marjorie_moore@wycliffe.ca); Gord Nickerson
(gnickerson@josiahventure.com); Brenda Nickerson (bnickerson@josiahventure.com); Darryl
Reckman (darryl@sanctuarylondon.ca); Munjulo Saito (munjulas@navigators.ca); Eilleen
Schroeder (eilleen@pioneers.ca); Glenn Smith (gsmith@direction.ca); Sandra Smith
(ssmith@direction.ca); Fernand & Yolonde Saint-Louis (fsl@videotron.ca); Arthur & Dorcas
Taylor (wcmission@sympatico.ca);

Feldfunktion geändert

From: Lara Johnstone | To: FSB & NSA: UE [PDF]
CC: Vancouver Police[PDF] ; La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 4:11 AM
Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia Bombthreats & Terri
Kenning VanPD.

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 4:11 AM
To: 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander'
Cc: 'Vancouver Police Dept'; 'Chief Constable Adam Palmer'; 'RCMP La Loche'; 'Clearwater River Dene
Nation: Chief Bobby Cameron: Office of Chief: Darcy McKenzie'; 'Clerk of Legislative Assembly: Ron
Crowe'; 'Exec Dir Comm: Mervin Brass'; 'Intergov Relations UK Delegation: Valeria Galley'; 'Prosperity
through Partnerships: Crystal Osecap'
Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia Bombthreats & Terri
Kenning VanPD.

TO: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
CC: Vancouver Police Chief Adam Palmer
CC: 22 Jan 2016: La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting
FSB, NSA & Vancouver Police:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith
Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
Vancouver Police Dept (vpd@vpd.ca); Chief Constable Adam Palmer (adam.palmer@vpd.ca)
22 Jan 2016: La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting:
RCMP La Loche (FDiv-LaRonge@rcmp-grc.gc.ca); Clearwater River Dene Nation: Chief Bobby
Cameron: Office of Chief: Darcy McKenzie (darcy.mckenzie@fsin.com); Clerk of Legislative
Assembly: Ron Crowe (Ron.Crowe@fsin.com); Exec Dir Comm: Mervin Brass
(mervin.brass@fsin.com); Intergov Relations UK Delegation: Valeria Galley
(valerie.galley@mobileemail.vodafone.net); Prosperity through Partnerships: Crystal Osecap
(crystal.osecap@fsin.com).

NSA & FSB: EoP Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia
Bombthreats & Terri Kenning VanPD.
EoP interpretation; subject to caveat:
02 Mar 2016: The Province: Bomb Threat on Beatty St between Dunnmuir and Georgia;
Vancouver Sun: Vancouver police issue warning about possible bomb in downtown Vancouver;
Vancouver police give all clear after bomb scare in downtown Vancouver; 10 Feb 2015: WEZL:
CofC Official: Police told of 2 bombs in Beatty Center; Craig Res Hall.
Response from Vancouver Washington USA: Teri Kenning; VanPD.

Beatty:

Reds: Warren Beatty: “Economic freedom for women means sexual freedom; and sexual freedom
means birth control.” -- John Reed.
→ Reed: “‘My dad was breathing via a reed in a swamp while the Nazis passed by, just a few
steps away’ – Vladimir Putin; Russia Today: ‘My breathing mom was among corpses’: Putin
recalls his parents’ WWII ordeal [Hellen Keller & Ann Sullivan]; Russia Insider: The Vladimir
Putin the World Doesn’t Care to Know [15-05-09_0430_RussIns_PutinMedia_ParentsBrotherViktor-SiegeLeningrad-MotherlandCallsStatue –
Schindlers List 10 Facts] – Siege of Leningrad as source for Vladimir Putin’s Natural Resources
Theses.
Mario Jokic: Ned Beatty to Mr. Beale: The Masonic World is a Business.
→ Beale / Biehl / Ebola:
→ → Amy Biehl
→ → Edward Fitzgerald Beale: Camel Corps founder of Route 66; Route 66 features
prominently in Michael Hoffman’s: Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare [copy at AJ
McDonald]; quoted in 26 July 2015 original request for Information to: Unashamedly Ethical
[PDF].
→ → Ebola: One Cowboys Stand for Freedom: Self Reliance & Independence.
→ → → Bleeding from All Pours group therapy: [PDF: JCS: Sgt Maj. Bryan Battaglia &
Chasin Jesus]
Dunn:
→ Florida 4th Judicial Court: EoP Amicus Request to: USA v Michael Dunn.
Muir:
John Muir – Sierra Club
→ Earth First & Sierra Club [PDF: Avant Gardens]
Justice William O’Douglas: Sierra Club v Morton: Trees Have Standing.
Georgia:
Georgia Guidestones – R.C. Christian.
→ SAPS Cape Town Officer who arrested me at the Cape Town Parliament buildings; for
‘insulting the dignity of Patricia de Lille’ in CAS 1340/7/07: State v Johnstone was Mr.
Christian.
→ “Eeeeehhhhh; who or what is the Pentagon?” – March 2002 response to Lara Johnstone
from South African Ministry of Intelligence government employee at Cape Town Parliament;
subsequent to Lara’s delivery of evidentiary Iatrogenic Origins of AIDS documents to them on
behalf of United States Pentagon officials; documents subsequently filed into the court record;
subsequent to 18 June 2002 bomb threat made against the PW Botha George Airport via the
George Herald; in George Magistrate Court Case CST-CAS 572-2002: State v Johnstone:
Necessity Disclosure of Iatrogenic Origins of AIDS PW Botha Airport bombthreat trial.
→ → 18 June: Kiril 18 June Grahamland Waterloo Lord of War Power: 16-02-27_KirilWaterloo-KingGeorgeAntarctica_DDennetSyriana_MilkyWayPaleBlueDotGrahamLoW; 16-0227_Kiril_Grahamland_EgoPower_NTE.
Craig:
→ A Conversation about Race.
Hall:
→ Alex Jones: Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control Technologies of crystal ego’s: Glass harp-toccata
and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565.

Teri Kenning:
→ Buckeye Firearms Forum: Gun Licensing; New Horizons Church: Prayer Time Skit;
Amazing Grace Violin solo; Holy, Holy, Holy.
→ Parental Licensing: EoP Amicus submission to: NY Brooklyn Supreme Court: Bernard Bey v
B & V Manley.
→ → McVeigh’s Forum: 16-02-16_TimMcVeigh_Terrehaute_11June2001_0714; 16-0219_TJMcVeigh_FeatherMenCulture.
→ → → 147: La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting: CBC: One 17 year old male [unauthorized
possession firearm]; 4 dead [murder]; 7 injured [assault]; allegedly arrested at 01:47 pm;
member of Native American community with high suicide rates; bullied for his allegedly big
ears. [David Petraeus PDF: Dana Pittard re suicide – Tygae - 18 June 2013: Big ears – NSA
Crypto Kids Big Ears Listen ].
→ → → 147: Outpost of Freedom: Ambush: Lavoy Finicum drove away from Traffic/Arrest at
4:33:47 PM on 29 Jan 2016; one day before his birthday; Lavoy was foster parent to four
Catholic Charities foster children; 7 own children.
→ → → 714: Graham Power Unashamedly Ethical Campaign allegedly based upon II
Chronicles 7: 14: - Jamaica Observer: Time to be Unashamedly Ethical.
→ → → 147: Forbes: 147 companies that control everything.
→ → Amazing Grace: USA v A Bundy [PDF]: (i) 08 Jan 2016: EoP Root Cause Problem Solving
Option for Bundy-Hammond Malheur Militia Occupation; (ii) 16 Jan: Oregon Co District
Attorneys: EoP Malheur Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation; (iii) 04 Feb: EoP
Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al.
→ Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr: Buck v Bell: eliminating defects from the genepool.
→ Amira Willighagen: O Mio Babbino Caro & O Holy Night: 15-1021_BibiNetanyahu_BinocularsUgandaEntebbeRaidYoni_HitlerMuftiFinalSolutionPlaceUnderSun; Excerpt: [PDF: British Army / UJMC-SF44:
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; or Not Back to School
Harney Co Judas Goat Cipher Camp Games?].
VanPD:.
→ Van Jones [PDF: CNN Politics: Van Jones & Jeffrey Lord]
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*

NB: Ecology of Peace observations and interpretations caveat:
Any interpretation herein implied of another persons motives could be anything from 0% upto
100% correct or incorrect. Until confirmed; they are only working hypothesis interpretations;
NOT FACTS.
Reminder: Factual Reality is founded upon FACTS: if overt: what happened, who said what,
who did what to whom, how and when. We create the world by noticing who, what, when and
how via our senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Interpretive Reality is founded upon
the INTERPRETATION OF FACTS: Generally speaking when we consider 'why' the observed

individual overtly or covertly did or said what and how and when; we enter into subjective
interpretive reality. If the whom, when, how or what act is not factually unequivocal -- i.e overt - but covert and hidden; then a puzzle combination of smaller evidentiary facts can enable an
interpretation of 'how'; 'when'; 'who' and/or 'what'. [Excerpt: EoP RH culture Reality IQO].
Bubble conscious image and sources shall be uploaded to: UJMC SF 44.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of
Counsel: NSA & FSB: Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]; (ii) Int Police: LJ v Unashamedly Ethical:
Corr: Canada: British Columbia: Vancouver [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Vancouver Police: Daryl Wiebe
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 5:29 PM
Subject: FW: Vancouver Police: Terri Kenning: Re: Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur,
Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of UE Fraud

From: WIEBE, Daryl [mailto:daryl.wiebe@vpd.ca]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 5:29 PM
To: 'jmcswan@mweb.co.za'
Subject: FW: Vancouver Police: Terri Kenning: Re: Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur,
Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of UE Fraud

Dear Lara,
We at the Vancouver Police Department (Canada) also do not understand why we have been included in
this email. I have not received any specific allegations of criminal activity occurring in Vancouver and
have nothing further to add regarding information already received. Please do not include us in any
future correspondence of this nature.
Thank you,

Daryl J. Wiebe, A/Deputy Chief Constable 1162
Vancouver Police Department
Wk: (604) 717-2708 Cel: (778) 228-4199

NOTICE: CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION - This transmission may contain confidential or privileged communications, and the sender does not
waive any related rights and obligations. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this in error, you must immediately destroy it.
Unauthorized copying or distribution of any information herein is strictly prohibited and may constitute a criminal offence, a breach of Provincial or
Federal privacy laws, or may otherwise result in legal sanctions. We ask that you notify the Vancouver Police Department immediately of any
transmission received in error, by reply email to the sender.

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Vancouver Police: Daryl Wiebe
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 1:12 AM
Subject: Vancouver Police: Daryl Wiebe Re: Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur,
Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of UE Fraud

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 1:12 AM
To: 'Daryl Wiebe'
Subject: Vancouver Police: Daryl Wiebe Re: Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur,
Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of UE Fraud

Daryl Wiebe (daryl.wiebe@vpd.ca)
Vancouver Police, British Columbia, Canada
Vancouver Police: Daryl Wiebe Re: Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala
Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of UE Fraud
I am sorry my allegations of fraud by Unashamedly Ethical: International Advisor: Dr Geoff
Tunicliffe are not specific enough for you. Thanks for letting me know.
Lara Johnstone

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Dr Geoff Tunnicliffe
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Canada; Canada Christian Related Media:
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 1:44 AM
Subject: Geoff Tunicliffe: RE: Notice to Vancouver Police of UE Fraud

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 1:44 AM
To: 'Geoff Tunicliffe'; 'Geoff Tunicliffe'; 'Evangelical Fellowship of Canada'; 'Center for Faith and Public
Life'; 'Quebec'; 'Anita Levesque'; 'Religions for Peace'; 'Religions for Peace USA'; 'Africa Council of
Religious Leaders'; 'European Council of Religious Leaders'; 'North Park Community Church'; 'Paul and
Anita Bertrand'; 'Gerrit & Susan Blok'; 'Harold & Barbara Coles'; 'Kevin & Christine Cuz'; 'Beth Donchai';
'Rebekah Drew'; 'David & Cathy Foster'; 'Juan Froese'; 'Thomas Froese'; 'Phil & Merilee Henderson'; 'Fay
Johnson'; 'Gaston & Margot Jolin'; 'Marjorie Moore'; 'Gord Nickerson'; 'Brenda Nickerson'; 'Darryl
Reckman'; 'Munjulo Saito'; 'Eilleen Schroeder'; 'Glenn Smith'; 'Sandra Smith'; 'Fernand & Yolonde SaintLouis'; 'Arthur & Dorcas Taylor'
Cc: 'Dexter Quinlan'; 'Annita Maat'; 'Barbara McKenzie'; 'Ches Hill'; 'Curt Derksen'; 'Dan Wiebe'; 'Derk
Maat'; 'Derk Maat'; 'Derk Maat'; 'Don Simmonds'; 'Don Simmonds'; 'Edward Van Hierden'; 'Ernest
Thiessen'; 'Gary Carter'; 'Gloria Willoughby'; 'Herb Lowry'; 'Ivan R.'; 'Jack Vanderkooy'; 'M & A Capital
Corp: Richard Goossen'; 'Covenant Family Wealth Advisors'; 'Transforming Business: Peter Heslam';
'Christian Post'; 'Brian McLaren'; 'Sojo: Michael Mershon'; 'Thomas Schirrmacher'; 'Eco America: Kara
Ball'; 'Meighen Speiser'; 'Bob Perkowitz'; 'Church of Vancouver: Flyn Ritchie'; 'Faith Today'
Subject: Geoff Tunicliffe: RE: Notice to Vancouver Police of UE Fraud

Dr Geoff Tunnicliffe
Former Chief Executive Officer and Secretary General for the World Evangelical Alliance
(WEA)
Speaker at churches, conventions and universities, on poverty, HIV/AIDS, human trafficking,
human rights, interfaith dialogue and spirituality. Consults with senior politicians, government
and business leaders and media to comment on these key issues and provide an evangelical
Christian perspective.
Co-President of Religions for Peace. Former Official Advisor to Secretary Clinton’s Working
Group on Religion and Foreign Policy for the US State Department.
Resident of Vancouver.
CC: Unashamedly Ethical: Canada
CC: Canada Christian Related Media:
Geoff Tunicliffe & Corporate & Non Profit Business Entities & Family:
Geoff Tunicliffe (gt@geofftglobal.com); Geoff Tunicliffe (tunnicliffeg@efc-canada.com);
Evangelical Fellowship of Canada (efc@evangelicalfellowship.ca); Center for Faith and Public
Life (ottawa@evangelicalfellowship.ca); Quebec (bergeronp@laec.ca); Anita Levesque
(MediaRelations@theefc.ca); Religions for Peace (info@rfp.org); Religions for Peace USA
(rfpusa@rfpusa.org); Africa Council of Religious Leaders (secretariat@acrl-rfp.org); European
Council of Religious Leaders (ecrl@rfp-europe.eu); North Park Community Church
(admin@northpark.ca); Paul and Anita Bertrand (ei_icr@yahoo.com); Gerrit & Susan Blok
(gjblock1@gmail.com); Harold & Barbara Coles (harold.coles@om.org); Kevin & Christine Cuz
(cuz.kevin@gmail.com); Beth Donchai (taweeandbeth@gmail.com); Rebekah Drew
(rebekah_drew@sil.org); David & Cathy Foster (rolandclarke1139@yahoo.com); Juan Froese

(jchamber@mcmaster.ca); Thomas Froese (thomasfroese@thomasfroese.com); Phil & Merilee
Henderson (phenderson@maf.org); Fay Johnson (faycj@rogers.com); Gaston & Margot Jolin
(gast.marg@live.ca); Marjorie Moore (marjorie_moore@wycliffe.ca); Gord Nickerson
(gnickerson@josiahventure.com); Brenda Nickerson (bnickerson@josiahventure.com); Darryl
Reckman (darryl@sanctuarylondon.ca); Munjulo Saito (munjulas@navigators.ca); Eilleen
Schroeder (eilleen@pioneers.ca); Glenn Smith (gsmith@direction.ca); Sandra Smith
(ssmith@direction.ca); Fernand & Yolonde Saint-Louis (fsl@videotron.ca); Arthur & Dorcas
Taylor (wcmission@sympatico.ca);
Unashamedly Ethical: Canada:
Dexter Quinlan (dexter@missiongta.com); Annita Maat (annita@maatenv.com); Barbara
McKenzie (barbie0912@gmail.com); Ches Hill (bch999@yahoo.com); Curt Derksen
(curtd@remax.net); Dan Wiebe (dan.wiebe@rossdown.com); Derk Maat (derkm@gpecglobal.com);
Derk Maat (derk@maatenv.com); Derk Maat (derk@scicorp.net); Don Simmonds
(Dsimmonds@crossroads.ca); Don Simmonds (Homeiq@aol.com); Edward Van Hierden
(edvan@broxburn.ca); Ernest Thiessen (et@smartsettle.com); Gary Carter
(gwcarter@telusplanet.net); Gloria Willoughby (gwilloughby@crossroads.ca); Herb Lowry
(herb_lowry@yahoo.ca); Ivan R. (info@ikeaman.ca); Jack Vanderkooy (jvanderkooy@duca.com)
Canada Christian Related Media:
M & A Capital Corp: Richard Goossen (rick@entrepreneurialleaders.com); Covenant Family
Wealth Advisors (info@covenant.ca); Transforming Business: Peter Heslam
(peter.heslam@gmail.com); Christian Post (info@christianpost.com); Brian McLaren
(laci.scott@gmail.com); Sojo: Michael Mershon (media@sojo.net); Thomas Schirrmacher
(webmaster@thomasschirrmacher.info); Eco America: Kara Ball (kara@ecoamerica.org);
Meighen Speiser (meighen@ecoAmerica.org); Bob Perkowitz (bob@ecoAmerica.org); Church of
Vancouver: Flyn Ritchie (flynritchie@churchforvancouver.ca); Faith Today (info@faithtoday.ca)
Mr. Tunicliffe:
Geoff Tunicliffe: RE: Notice to Vancouver Police of UE Fraud
On 26 July 2015 [PDF] and 06 October 2015 updated [PDF]; I filed a Request for Information to
Unashamedly Ethical: Are Family Policy Institute and Unashamedly Ethical social and
resource conflict problem solving ethics founded upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual
reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace flat earth beliefs?.
On 04 March 2016 I made a submission [Complaint PDF; Proof of Service PDF] to Capetown;
Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of
Possible Fraudulent practices being practiced by Unashamedly Ethical; International Advisors.
Vancouver Police Department: A/Deputy Chief Constable 1162: Daryl J. Wiebe responded [PDF]
that I had provided insufficient detail of the fraud – offence time, date and location in
Vancouver – for them to investigate the complaint.
They have not yet confirmed whether they accept Affidavit Complaint Statements from
individuals who are members of an Ecology of Peace culture [EoP Oath PDF]; and if so;
informed me in writing of their request that I provide them with an Affidavit Complaint
Statement.
Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

From: Lara Johnstone | To: British Columbia & Ontario AG: S Anton & M Meilleur
CC: Vancouver Police [PDF]; Uxbridge Police [PDF]; EoP Axis: America [PDF]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 2:39 AM
Subject: BC & Ontario Attorney General: S Anton & M Meilleur: Re: Notice to Hong Kong Police of UE
Fraud: G Tunicliffe & D Simmons
Edit Correction: Re: Notice to BC & Ontario Police of UE Fraud: G Tunicliffe & D Simmons

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 2:39 AM
To: 'Attorney General and Minister of Justice: Honourable Suzanne Anton'; 'Deputy Attorney General:
Richard Fyfe QC'; 'Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General: Madeleine Meilleur'; 'Communications:
Brendan Crawley'
Cc: 'Chief Constable Adam Palmer'; 'Daryl Wiebe'; 'Vancouver Police Dept'; 'Uxbridge Police via Mng
Municipal Law Enforcement: Andre Gratton'; 'Danielle Hill'; 'Satnam Chauhan'; 'Democratic Party:
President Barack Obama'
Subject: BC & Ontario Attorney General: S Anton & M Meilleur: Re: Notice to BC & Ontario Police of UE
Fraud: G Tunicliffe & D Simmons

Suzanne Anton & Madeleine Meilleur
British Columbia & Ontario Attorney Generals
Canada
British Columbia & Ontario Attorney Generals:
Attorney General and Minister of Justice: Honourable Suzanne Anton
(JAG.Minister@gov.bc.ca); Deputy Attorney General: Richard Fyfe QC
(agwebfeedback@gov.bc.ca); Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General: Madeleine Meilleur
(attorneygeneral@ontario.ca)
Communications: Brendan Crawley (Brendan.Crawley@ontario.ca)
Vancouver & Uxbridge Police:
Chief Constable Adam Palmer (adam.palmer@vpd.ca); Daryl Wiebe (daryl.wiebe@vpd.ca);
Vancouver Police Dept (vpd@vpd.ca); Uxbridge Police via Mng Municipal Law Enforcement:
Andre Gratton (agratton@town.uxbridge.on.ca); Danielle Hill (dhill@town.uxbridge.on.ca);
Satnam Chauhan (schauhan@town.uxbridge.on.ca)
EoP Axis Officials: America:
Democratic Party: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov)
Ref: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: EoP Applicants Admin Correspondence: EoP Axis
Officials [PDF]

BC & Ontario Attorney General: S Anton & M Meilleur: Re: Notice to BC & Ontario
Police of UE Fraud: G Tunicliffe & D Simmons
Summary of Correspondence:

On 26 July 2015 [PDF] and 06 October 2015 updated [PDF]; I filed a Request for Information to
Unashamedly Ethical: Are Family Policy Institute and Unashamedly Ethical social and
resource conflict problem solving ethics founded upon (i) Ecology of Peace factual
reality or (ii) Masonic War is Peace flat earth beliefs?.
On 04 March 2016 I made a submission [Complaint PDF; Proof of Service PDF] to Capetown;
Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Notice of
Possible Fraudulent practices being practiced by Unashamedly Ethical.
The submission with regard to Canadian: British Columbia and Ontario jurisdiction referred to:
-- Dr Geoff Tunnicliffe: Unashamedly Ethical: International Advisor. Former Chief Executive
Officer and Secretary General for the World Evangelical Alliance (WEA). Speaker at churches,
conventions and universities, on poverty, HIV/AIDS, human trafficking, human rights,
interfaith dialogue and spirituality. Consults with senior politicians, government and business
leaders and media to comment on these key issues and provide an evangelical Christian
perspective. Co-President of Religions for Peace. Former Official Advisor to Secretary Clinton’s
Working Group on Religion and Foreign Policy for the US State Department. Resident of
Vancouver.
-- Don Simmonds: Unashamedly Ethical: International Advisor. Chairman of Christian
Television ministry in Canada. Resident of Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada
Vancouver Police Department: A/Deputy Chief Constable 1162: Daryl J. Wiebe responded [PDF]
that I had provided insufficient detail of the fraud – offence time, date and location in
Vancouver – for them to investigate the complaint. They have not yet confirmed whether they
accept Affidavit Complaint Statements from individuals who are members of an Ecology of
Peace culture [EoP Oath PDF]; and if so; informed me in writing of their request that I provide
them with an Affidavit Complaint Statement.
Uxbridge Police have not yet responded [PDF].
Consequently neither have yet confirmed whether they accept Affidavit Complaint Statements
from individuals who are members of an Ecology of Peace culture [EoP Oath PDF]; and if so;
informed me in writing of their request that I provide them with an Affidavit Complaint
Statement.
If British Columbia and/or Ontario and Mr Tunicliffe and/or Simmons are willing to consider (i)
whether they may be interested in a ‘fraud’ discussion; whether in public; or in court; that is
founded on truthseeking inquisitorial enquiry consideration of the evidence that Mr Tunicliffe
and/or Simmons ‘fraud’ is at least partially; a symptomatic result of the systemic legal ecological
illiterate social contract; to (ii) generate North American public education and support for the
amendment of the ecologically illiterate ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract clauses; to be replaced with international law
social contract clauses requiring all the worlds citizens from all religions, classes and races to
procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes eliminated
from the planetary genepool; (iii) it would be worth investing my time to draft an official fraud
complaint.
If so; could you provide the Vancouver and/or Uxbridge Police and myself; with a good faith
notice in writing; that you support the Vancouver and/or Uxbridge Police to accept an Affidavit
Complaint Statement from an individual who is a member of an Ecology of Peace culture [EoP
Oath PDF]; in this matter.

Masonic War is Peace social contract ‘fraud’:
According to my cultural ethical values and definition of ‘fraud’ -- making false verbal or
behavioural representations to manipulate or deceive others for your own economic or sociocultural or psycho-political profit – Mr. Geoff Tunnicliffe and Don Simmons is and could be
found guilty of fraud; as defined by Masonic War is Peace social contract statutes.
I was not deceived into believing the ‘unashamedly ethical’ stuff on Unashamedly Ethical;
anymore than I would have believed Donald Trump’s ‘get rich quick university’ or ‘make
America great again’ schemes’; Jacob Zuma’s ‘perfectly good chicken run’ defence. I perceive the
qualitative difference of their ‘fraud’ guilt as being the Judas Goat flavour of their ecologically
illiterate flavour aid.
Whether those who signed up to being Unashamedly Ethical members were deceived by Mr.
Geoff Tunnicliffe and Don Simmons deceptive ‘unashamedly ethical’ representations are
conscious of their manipulative deception of them or not; I don’t know. Perhaps Mr. Geoff
Tunnicliffe and Don Simmons prefers to pretend to themselves that they are not deceiving their
flock; their flock prefer to pretend that they were not, and are not; being deceived by Mr. Geoff
Tunnicliffe and Don Simmons.
I don’t think there is any shame in being deceived by another; the process of deception requires
at least two participants. One to consciously spin a fake story; and the other to sincerely believe
that the fake story is not spin; but sincere. I have been deceived; by a master con-artist; but
when I woke up to the painful reality that I had been deceived; I had to confront myself and my
deceiver. In my case; I filed fraud charges against him and his co-deceivers with the FBI: Brad
Blanton and Radical Honesty fraud. I remember sitting in a Radical Honesty workshop;
watching Brad Blanton sobbing his heart out; about how he had never lied to anyone; had lived
an honourable life; could die in peace. I thought; wow this man must be sincere about this
Radical Honesty stuff. I was very wrong. Brad Blanton could sob and sob until his sobbing filled
the Aqua Zarca dam; but if he’s ‘radical honesty’ does not include public in your face recognition
of Ecology of Peace Factual Reality and the support for the implementation of an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; then he is not being honest – let alone radically honest - with himself or others.
"Caring for our planet is not only an act of stewardship but reconciliation. Faith leaders,
reflecting the heart of God, must be on the forefront of caring for creation." - Dr Geoff Tunicliffe,
Chairman Christian Media Corp Int
Similarly; Geoff Tunicliffe and Don Simmons and the Unashamedly Ethical Ombudsman,
Executive Committee and International Advisors can sob until they fill the Aqua Zarca dam;
but if their ‘unashamedly ethical honesty’ does not include public in your face recognition of
Ecology of Peace Factual Reality; then they are not being honest – let alone unashamedly
ethical -- with themselves or others.
Until humans cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract -replace the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits’ of the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; with clauses requiring all
the worlds citizens; from all races, religions and cultures; to procreate and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes removed from the planetary genepool; --

it does not matter how many trillions of dollars, yen, rubles, pounds, deutschmarks
philanthropists invest into ‘social’ or ‘human’ capital or ‘sustainable development’ etc; how many
‘human rights’ non-profits philanthropists fund to ease their resource thieving guilty
consciences; how many charity function fundraising balls alienated rich assholes hold; how
many Nobel Peace Prize’s two faced coward lily white guilt liberals hand out; how many people
religious fundamentalists convert to Jesus, Allah, Mother Mary; Buddha, Satan, Lucifer; etc;
how many poor left or right, white or black, chink or latino wing ‘civil rights’; ‘environmentalist’;
‘free speech’; ‘black power’; ‘white power’; ‘chink power’; ‘kike power’; etc activists protest and go
to jail as political prisoners to grow themselves a – look at me; I am a sadomasochist self
righteous moral supremacist f**k honour ethics schmuck -- fanclub; they shall not being helping
to fundamentally change the socio-economic or psycho-political alienation misery resulting from
resource war conflict for anyone; of any race, class, or religion.
What is Canadian Brotherhood of the Robe’s ‘Right Thing’ to do for ‘their Community
in denial of Ecology of Peace Factual Reality’?:
“We have men of science, too few men of God. We have grasped the mystery of the atom and
rejected the Sermon on the Mount. The world has achieved brilliance without conscience. Ours
is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants. We know more about war than we know about
peace, more about killing than we know about living. If we continue to develop our technology
without wisdom or prudence, our servant may prove to be our executioner.” – General Omar
Bradly 11 November 1948 Armistice Day speech.
“As the human race blows itself into extinction, or destroys the climate, or starves itself to
death, the last corporate merger and acquisition will take place. And at the same moment as
mankind dies, the CFO of "GlobalCorp" will be shouting, "Hooray! We did it!"” – Michael
Ruppert; GlobalCorp: I am not a politician. The fire is no longer on its way; it has begun.
“Man is the most insane species. He worships an invisible God and slaughters a visible Nature...
without realizing that this Nature he slaughters is this invisible God he worships.” -- Hubert
Reeves
“Economic freedom for women means sexual freedom; and sexual freedom means birth control.
… This war is about profits. The real War, of which this sudden outburst of death and
destruction is only an incident, began long ago. It has been raging for tens of years, but its
battles have been so little advertised that they have been hardly noted. It is a clash of Traders.
It is a falling out among commercial rivals. It is about corporate profits. .. The last month of the
Kerensky regime was marked first by the falling off of the bread supply from 2 pounds a day to
1 pound, to half a pound, to a quarter of a pound, and, the final week, no bread at all. Holdups
and crime increased to such an extent that you could hardly walk down the streets. The papers
were full of it. Not only had the government broken down, but the municipal government had
absolutely broken down. The city militia was quite disorganized and up in the air, and the
street-cleaning apparatus and all that sort of thing had broken down ….. In 1917 there were
more than twelve million members of the Russian consumers’ Cooperative societies; and the
Soviets themselves are a wonderful demonstration of their organising genius. Moreover, there is
probably not a people in the world so well educated in Socialist theory and its practical
application.” – [EoP amended and paraphrased] John Reed; Ten Days that Shook the World &
Reds.

“I think civilization's cities are the new model for the new concentration camp, where the camp
has been built by the inmates themselves, and the inmates are the guards, and they have this
pride in this thing they built. They've built their own prison, and so they exist in a state of
schizophrenia where they are both guards and prisoners. As a result of being lobotomized they
no longer have the capacity to leave the prison they've made for themselves, or even to see it as
a prison.... ” – Andre; My Dinner with Andre.
“Investigation shows that whenever two nations have become engaged in warfare they have
been advancing on converging lines of (resource acquisition for growing consumption or
procreation) self-interest and aggrandizement. When the contact takes place, the struggle for
supremacy, or even survival is at hand. This inevitable hour is approximately fixed and
determined by the angles of convergence plus the sum of the relative (consumption / breeding
war) speed by which the nations are moving along their respective lines. Thus it is that, when
the angle of (breeding / consumption war) convergence of both or even one of the nations is acute
and the speed or progress along one or both of the converging lines correspondingly great, war
results in a few years or decades.” - Homer Lea, Valour of Ignorance; Military Gospel According
to Homer Lea.
“The first Amendment is not abridged for the benefit of the Brotherhood of the Robe” - Antonin
Scalia; Scalia Thinks The “Brotherhood of the Robe” Would “Profit From A Hearty Heaping of
Humble Pie”.
“Prosecuting is about more than winning cases – it’s about doing the right thing for the
community.” – Theo Stamos: Commonwealth Attorney:
Arlington County & City of Falls Church, Virginia.
What is the ‘right thing’ for ‘the community’?
I spent fourteen years hitch-hiking and sailing around the world; including across Russia and
China; spent a few days sleeping under stairs in Hong Kong airport; lived amongst people from
different races, religions, cultures, classes. Herewith my observations of the average f**k
honour civilian, irrespective of race, religion, class or culture:
The ‘right thing’:
Generally speaking – as their Masonic War is Peace cultures have taught them – their concepts
of ‘the right thing’ – irrespective of race, class, religion, gender or culture – could be best
described as ‘If I was honest: the right thing is whatever my f**k honour fragile ego decides is
the right thing; and f**k everyone else; all of which is hidden behind my mask of bullshit the
public verbal diarrhea; which I label as ‘diplomacy’; ‘face saving’, ‘manners’, ‘political
correctness’, etc.
The ‘community’:
Generally speaking – as their Masonic War is Peace cultures have taught them – their concepts
of ‘the community’ – irrespective of race, class, religion, gender or culture – depended on the
foundation of their ‘human’ or ‘existential purpose’ identity; whether racial, cultural, religious,
corporate, etc; at the expense of other racial, cultural or religious communities.

As the worlds populations breed like cockroaches on viagra and corporations cannibalize
resources for profits; while externalizing their costs; to the commons; the Masonic War is Peace
– legal, academic, religious, corporate – reptilian mind cannibal scorpions in a bottle game;
more closely resembles the behaviour of scorpions than beings who refer to themselves as -capable of reason, logic and cooperation -- humans. Men who have spent most of their lives in
extreme reptilian mind cannibal scorpion environments wisdom: Israel Shinbet Generals call
for peace.

Ecology of Peace Right Thing for the Carrying Capacity resource foundation of
Everyone’s Community:
Ecology of Peace Factual Reality Principles is about doing the right thing for the ecological
carrying capacity commons; which is ultimately the source of water, food and shelter for every
‘human’ community; from all races, classes, cultures and religions.
Ecology of Peace Facts Reality being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and nonrenewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying
capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) If humans want to peacefully coexist;
sustainably protect and conserve natural resources for their own races, religions or other species
survival posterity; and/or restrict national and international inter-cultural, racial and religious
resource war conflict; they should cooperate with other humans with such goals; to reform
and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
If British Columbia and/or Ontario and Mr Tunicliffe and/or Simmons are willing to consider (i)
whether they may be interested in a ‘fraud’ discussion; whether in public; or in court; that is
founded on truthseeking inquisitorial enquiry consideration of the evidence that Mr Tunicliffe
and/or Simmons ‘fraud’ is at least partially; a symptomatic result of the systemic legal ecological
illiterate social contract; to (ii) generate North American public education and support for the
amendment of the ecologically illiterate ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract clauses; to be replaced with international law
social contract clauses requiring all the worlds citizens from all religions, classes and races to
procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes eliminated
from the planetary genepool; (iii) it would be worth investing my time to draft an official fraud
complaint.
It would probably be reasonably similar to a combination of: the draft complaint [PDF] to the
International Criminal Court; in EoP PoW’s v Nobel Committee & Nobel Laureates; and the
fraud & threat to national security complaint against Bilderberg and World Economic Forum
participants; to Austria Ministry of Interior: Wien Federal Office for Prevention of Corruption
and Swiss Federal Dept of Justice & Police: General Secretariat: Swiss Federal Office of Police.
Ecology of Peace perspective as to the difference between inquisitorial vs adversarial
proceedings:
Inquisitorial juridical proceedings: An inquisitorial system is a legal system where the court is
actively involved; with both parties; in investigating the facts of the case, while simultaneously
representing the interests of the state; as is used in countries with civil legal systems; deriving

from Roman law or the Napoleonic Code; such as Europe, Russia, China and South America.
The presiding judge is not a passive recipient of information. Rather, the presiding judge is
primarily or partially responsible for supervising the gathering of the evidence necessary to
resolve the case. He or she is actively involved in steering the search for evidence and questions
the witnesses, including the applicant and respondents. Attorneys suggest routes of inquiry for
the presiding judge and follow the judge's questioning with questioning of their own.
Adversarial judicial proceedings: An Adversarial juridical system is a legal system used in the
common law countries; such as America, Canada, Britain and Australia. Advocates represent
their parties' positions before an impartial or allegedly impartial person or group of people,
usually a jury or judge, who attempt to determine the truth of the case; but whose final
decisions are limited to the court record information provided to them by what the attorneys
consider ‘relevant’. If or where the attorneys exclude relevant information; the Judge cannot
consider that information; even if he or she is aware of that possible information. If it has not
been submitted into the court record by either side; then the Judge is only allowed to consider
the information provided to the court. The judge or jury knows nothing of the litigation until the
parties present their cases to the decision maker, and cannot take an active truthseeking role in
the proceedings; to determine if possible relevant information has been denied to them. The
defendant in a criminal trial is not required to testify.
The consequences of ecologically illiterate inquisitorial or adversarial zero-sum game judicial
proceedings: Flat earth jurisprudence or judicial proceedings that ignored or refused to
recommend to their political and legislative branches the necessity to amend their laws to
address (i) ecological strain; and (2) economic stratification resource war violence; resulting
from procreation and consumption above ecological carrying capacity limits; contributed to the
collapse of the state of among others: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan Empires; which
included the disappearance of between 90-99% of the populations: from famine, disease and
organized violence resource wars; including their kings, presidents, Gods, calendars, courts and
other complex political and cultural institutions -- Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey)
Dynamics (HANDY) studies.

Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics public and
legal discussion efforts:
A list of Ecology of Peace ‘Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat
Ethics’ public and legal discussion efforts to support EoP Axis nations military and political
leadership to attempt to resolve the impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism - Real News: Paul Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of
Lawrence Wilkerson; particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity
of the great powers cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the massive
impending planetary social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak
water, peak oil, including how and where to bury 6 billion people – to legally, politically and
militarily cooperate to determine the best legal, political and/or military options to implement
an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; for humane, orderly and fair
deindustrialization and depopulation; can be found, and are updated, at: MILED Clerk Notice
and EoP legal submissions.

If humane deindustrialization and depopulation is implemented through the implementation of
an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; it would have greater positive effects on
re-forestation, biodiversity and climate change than the extremely violent depopulation
implemented by Genghis Khan the Green; which only occurred in Eurasia; but resulted in
massive reforestation and the plummeting of carbon levels.
Excerpts from: Coupled climate–carbon simulations indicate minor global effects of wars and
epidemics on atmospheric CO2 between AD 800 and 1850 study by Julia Pongratz; article:
Genghis Khan the GREEN: Invader killed so many people that carbon levels plummeted;
Carnegie: War, Plague No Match for Deforestation in Driving CO2 Buildup.
--------------------------Genghis Khan has been branded the greenest invader in history - after his murderous conquests
killed so many people that huge swathes of cultivated land returned to forest. The Mongol
leader, who established a vast empire between the 13th and 14th centuries, helped remove
nearly 700 million tons of carbon from the atmosphere, claims a new study. The deaths of 40
million people meant that large areas of cultivated land grew thick once again with trees, which
absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. And, although his methods may be difficult for
environmentalists to accept, ecologists believe it may be the first ever case of successful
manmade global cooling.
Genghis Khan and his Mongol hordes had an impact on the global carbon cycle as big as today’s
annual demand for gasoline. The Black Death, on the other hand, came and went too quickly for
it to cause much of a blip in the global carbon budget. Dwarfing both of these events, however,
has been the historical trend towards increasing deforestation, which over centuries has
released vast amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, as crop and pasture lands
expanded to feed growing human populations. Even Genghis Kahn couldn’t stop it for long.
“It’s a common misconception that the human impact on climate began with the large-scale
burning of coal and oil in the industrial era,” says Julia Pongratz of the Carnegie Institution’s
Department of Global Ecology, lead author of a new study on the impact of historical events on
global climate published in the January 20, 2011, online issue of The Holocene. “Actually,
humans started to influence the environment thousands of years ago by changing the vegetation
cover of the Earth‘s landscapes when we cleared forests for agriculture.”
Clearing forests releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere when the trees and other
vegetation are burned or when they decay. The rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide resulting
from deforestation is recognizable in ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica before the fossilfuel era.
But human history has had its ups and downs. During high-mortality events, such as wars and
plagues, large areas of croplands and pastures have been abandoned and forests have re-grown,
absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
Pongratz decided to see how much effect these events could have had on the overall trend of
rising carbon dioxide levels. Working with colleagues at the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology in Germany and with global ecologist Ken Caldeira at Carnegie, she compiled a
detailed reconstruction of global land cover over the time period from 800 AD to present and
used a global climate-carbon cycle model to track the impact of land use changes on global
climate. Pongratz was particularly interested in four major events in which large regions were
depopulated: the Mongol invasions in Asia (1200-1380), the Black Death in Europe (1347-1400),

the conquest of the Americas (1519-1700), and the Fall of the Ming Dynasty in China (16001650).
“We found that during the short events such as the Black Death and the Ming Dynasty collapse,
the forest re-growth wasn’t enough to overcome the emissions from decaying material in the
soil,” says Pongratz. “But during the longer-lasting ones like the Mongol invasion and the
conquest of the Americas there was enough time for the forests to re-grow and absorb
significant amounts of carbon.”
The global impact of forest re-growth in even the long-lasting events was diminished by the
continued clearing of forests elsewhere in the world. But in the case of the Mongol invasions,
which had the biggest impact of the four events studied, re-growth on depopulated lands
stockpiled nearly 700 million tons of carbon absorbed from the atmosphere. This is equivalent to
the world’s total annual demand for gasoline today.
Pongratz points out the relevance of the study to current climate issues. “Today about a quarter
of the net primary production on the Earth’s land surface is used by humans in some way,
mostly through agriculture,” she says. “So there is a large potential for our land-use choices to
alter the global carbon cycle. In the past we have had a substantial impact on global climate and
the carbon cycle, but it was all unintentional. Based on the knowledge we have gained from the
past, we are now in a position to make land-use decisions that will diminish our impact on
climate and the carbon cycle. We cannot ignore the knowledge we have gained.”
--------------------------Ecology of Peace DeIndustrialization and Depopulation Options:
Ecology of Peace Applicants have notified International Criminal Court Judges that they are
currently searching for Assistance of Counsel [PDF] to file the EoP complaint to ICC; to amend
the current international law social contracts ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits’; causes of overpopulation and overconsumption.
As noted in Request for Assistance of Counsel to renowned Philippine’s Environmentalist
lawyer: Tony Oposa [PDF]; if EoP Applicants cannot find any attorneys to support the filing of
their EoP ICC complaint; EoP Axis authorities can choose to implement the military necessity
mutual coercion last resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options.
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation Mutual Coercion Last Resort Option:
If EoP Axis authorities – Leaders of Russia, China, USA & NATO – and/or IL Coercion
authorities choose to implement the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation – as detailed in 26
September 2015 Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto Pool Notice to Nation State Supreme Court
Judges & Attorney Generals of: Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany, India,
Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, Niger, Philippines,
Qatar, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of America,
Vatican City [PDF]; Proof of Service [PDF] – the first two countries on the EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation lotto are: Phillipines [PDF] and India [PDF].
Lotto Military Necessity Evacuation implementation shall result in half of India and Phillipines
– or subsequent lotto draw nations – scarcity combatants and breeding/consumption war
extremist’s – whom Masonic War is Peace legislators, lawyers and judges formerly provided
with Breeding/Consumption Innocence for sale Indulgences – being psychotronically humanely

killed en masse; unless their city or the citizen has signed EoP Axis Oaths and provided such
oaths to EoP Axis authorities as documented at EoP Supporters.
An EoP Military Necessity Evacuation:
(a) Scarcity combatant is any citizen who is a member of the following professions: (i) Law:
Judges, Prosecutors & Lawyers; (ii) Mental Health: Psychologists & Psychiatrists; (iii)
Media: Print, TV or Radio: Editors, Producers & Journalists; (iv) Religious & Non Profit:
Officials and Employees of any religious worship or charity organization with State nonprofit status.
(b) Breeding / consumption war extremist is any adult individual over the age of 18 who has
co-procreated more than 3 children who survived beyond the age of 5; and/or who
possesses capital assets amounting to more than US $ 2.55 million.
Once half of Phillipines and India’s scarcity combatants have been psychotronically evacuated;
other nations shall no longer be able to live in denial about whether EoP Axis officials are
serious about the military necessity of implementing an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract.
At such point in time; nations national leadership previously in denial; may choose to change
their minds; and exclude their nations scarcity combatant citizens from the EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation lotto pool; by (i) their national leadership informing ‘EoP Axis authorities
of their national leaderships commitment of unconditional cooperation; and (b) their Chief
Prosecutorial Authority: Attorney General / Director of Public Prosecutions filing their written
consent or objection with the International Criminal Court registrar consenting to or opposing
the EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al Crimes of Aggression Acts of War
private prosecution proceedings; which must be received and verified by the Acting Clerk 5 days
prior to the next scheduled lotto drawing; in order for the nation to be exempted from the lotto
evacuation pool.
Conclusion:
If British Columbia and/or Ontario and Mr Tunicliffe and/or Simmons are willing to consider (i)
whether they may be interested in a ‘fraud’ discussion; whether in public; or in court; that is
founded on truthseeking inquisitorial enquiry consideration of the evidence that Mr Tunicliffe
and/or Simmons ‘fraud’ is at least partially; a symptomatic result of the systemic legal ecological
illiterate social contract; to (ii) generate North American public education and support for the
amendment of the ecologically illiterate ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract clauses; to be replaced with international law
social contract clauses requiring all the worlds citizens from all religions, classes and races to
procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes eliminated
from the planetary genepool; (iii) it would be worth investing my time to draft an official fraud
complaint.
If so; could you provide the Vancouver and/or Uxbridge Police and myself; with a good faith
notice in writing; that you support the Vancouver and/or Uxbridge Police to accept an Affidavit
Complaint Statement from an individual who is a member of an Ecology of Peace culture [EoP
Oath PDF]; in this matter.
Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

From: Lara Johnstone | To: McChrystal Group: Rachel Mendleowitz [PDF]; FSB: & NSA [PDF]
CC: Lockheed Martin Brd Dir [PDF]; EoP App [PDF]: S McChrystal & TJ McVeigh; EoP
Observers; EoP v WiP CC [PDF]: SPJ; Black Five & Counter Currents; Unashamedly Ethical
Fraud [PDF]: Hong Kong & Canada
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 12:47 PM & 4:37 PM | Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:57 PM
Subject: EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie Cohan:
Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over
03 May 2016 Edit: Added Air France Concord Crash PNG: 16-0327_ConcordCrash_25July_CharlesDeGaulle-GonesseRivetHashTagJoshua_Gonesse

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:57 PM
To: 'Cherylanne Anderson'; 'NSA: Adm Mike Rogers'; 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'
Cc: 'Chair: Marillyn Hewson'; 'VP Space: Richard Ambrose'; 'VP Info: Sondra Barbour'; 'VP Missiles:
Richard Edwards'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Observers: Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'Major
General Dana Pittard'; 'AUSA Military Rep & Ed'; 'DC SPJ: George Mason Univ: Dan Kubiske'; 'Black Five:
Jim Hanson'; 'Laughing Wolf'; 'Grim Beorn'; 'Pinch Paisley'; 'Mr Wolf'; 'MCQ'; 'Chris Carter'; 'Major Pain';
'Uncle Pig'; 'CC: Counter Currents: Editor: Greg Johnson'; 'DoJ: Secretary for Justice: Rimsky Yuen';
'British Columbia & Ontario Attorney Generals: Honourable Suzanne Anton'; 'Deputy Attorney General:
Richard Fyfe QC'; 'Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General: Madeleine Meilleur'; 'Communications:
Brendan Crawley'
Subject: Upd Corr: RE: EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie
Cohan: Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over

TO: McChrystal Group: Howie Cohan and Rachel Mendelowitz via Cherylanne Anderson
(cherylanne@mcchrystalgroup.com)
TO: NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
CC: Lockheed Martin Board of Directors:
Chair: Marillyn Hewson (Marillyn.A.Hewson@lmco.com); VP Space: Richard Ambrose
(richard.f.ambrose@lmco.com); VP Info: Sondra Barbour (sondra.l.barbour@lmco.com); VP
Missiles: Richard Edwards (Rich.Edwards@lmco.com)
CC: EoP Applicants & Observers:
Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); Stan McChrystal
(stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Observers: Arif Hasan Akhundzada
(arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil);
CC: AUSA Military Rep & Editors & Black Five:
AUSA Military Rep & Ed (ausacom@aol.com); DC SPJ: George Mason Univ: Dan Kubiske
(dekubiske@gmail.com); Black Five: Jim Hanson (jimbo@unclejimbo.com); Laughing Wolf
(wolf1@laughingwolf.net); Grim Beorn (grimbeornr@yahoo.com); Pinch Paisley
(wpaisley@comcast.net); Mr Wolf (The.Mr.Wolf@gmail.com); MCQ (mcq51@bellsouth.net); Chris
Carter (crushnik@yahoo.com); Major Pain (onemarinesview@yahoo.com); Uncle Pig
(enlistedswine@gmail.com); CC: Counter Currents: Editor: Greg Johnson (Editor@CounterCurrents.com).

Ref: SPJ: Adm Rogers to Speak on Cyber Command at MRE; Black Five: Lessons in Information
Operations.
Int Police: Hong Kong & Canada: Unashamedly Ethical fraud:
DoJ: Secretary for Justice: Rimsky Yuen (dojinfo@doj.gov.hk); British Columbia & Ontario
Attorney Generals: Honourable Suzanne Anton (JAG.Minister@gov.bc.ca); Deputy Attorney
General: Richard Fyfe QC (agwebfeedback@gov.bc.ca); Ontario Ministry of the Attorney
General: Madeleine Meilleur (attorneygeneral@ontario.ca); Communications: Brendan Crawley
(Brendan.Crawley@ontario.ca)

Forgot & Update:
Forgot:

CERN’s Shiva God of Death statue was unveiled on 18 June 2004. - Cern

There were references to stones in Adm Rogers MIC MRE; which I did not notice at the
time: The Afrikaans word Voelklip in English means Birdstone.
Update:
General Overview of events Bubble conscious images; to be uploaded to SF44:
* 16-05-04_DoD_EUComColeMeeting-PentagonLockheedF35-FtMcMurrayBFFtptWaltz [PNG]
Re: Bram Fischer: See: ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’ guarantee; in
Formal Apology to Timothy McVeigh [PDF: 5B: 06 Nov 2015]
A copy of this correspondence will be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants: Stan McChrystal
[PDF]; (ii) FSB & NSA [PDF]: Stan McChrystal; Unashamedly Ethical; (iii) EoP v WiP NWO
negotiations: Psych [PDF]; (vi) INT Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud [PDF]: Canada & Hong
Kong.

________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 4:37 PM
To: 'Cherylanne Anderson'; 'NSA: Adm Mike Rogers'; 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'
Cc: 'Chair: Marillyn Hewson'; 'VP Space: Richard Ambrose'; 'VP Info: Sondra Barbour'; 'VP Missiles:
Richard Edwards'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Observers: Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'Major
General Dana Pittard'; 'AUSA Military Rep & Ed'; 'DC SPJ: George Mason Univ: Dan Kubiske'; 'Black Five:
Jim Hanson'; 'Laughing Wolf'; 'Grim Beorn'; 'Pinch Paisley'; 'Mr Wolf'; 'MCQ'; 'Chris Carter'; 'Major Pain';
'Uncle Pig'; 'CC: Counter Currents: Editor: Greg Johnson'
Subject: Corr: RE: EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie
Cohan: Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over

Apologies corrections:
Military Police WTF: Name that MRE Game & This is a Stick; were intended to be included in
my original MP WTF bubble images; as the primary reason I went back to MP WTF to get that
link; after seeing the SPJ posting; and then noticed the other MP WTF postings; and included
them. However the PNG that included the MRE Game and Stick images; appears to have been
deleted from my computer; either by myself accidentally or someone else remotely.

→ 16-05-01_JonWayneBobbit-Lorena18JuneWeddingJamesSehn_PenisCafeGuoliZhuangUSAWTFRecipe [PNG] was updated; and I forgot to update the link: Updated
[PNG].
If remote computer deletion:
Remote: More info on remotely deleted documents from my computer can be found in (i)
correspondence to Karen Marshall [PDF: 30 March 2016]; which -- like FSB & NSA Summary
[PDF: 21 March 2016] -- refers to ‘Shiva God of Death’. CERN has a Shiva God of Death statue
outside it – Wikipedia.
Computer: 16-04-21_TT_LTF_NegressDiary-I: Excerpt: FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA: Admiral
Rogers [PDF]: 23 April 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel
Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout.

__________________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 12:47 PM
To: 'Cherylanne Anderson'; 'NSA: Adm Mike Rogers'; 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'
Cc: 'Chair: Marillyn Hewson'; 'VP Space: Richard Ambrose'; 'VP Info: Sondra Barbour'; 'VP Missiles:
Richard Edwards'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Observers: Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'Major
General Dana Pittard'; 'AUSA Military Rep & Ed'; 'DC SPJ: George Mason Univ: Dan Kubiske'; 'Black Five:
Jim Hanson'; 'Laughing Wolf'; 'Grim Beorn'; 'Pinch Paisley'; 'Mr Wolf'; 'MCQ'; 'Chris Carter'; 'Major Pain';
'Uncle Pig'; 'CC: Counter Currents: Editor: Greg Johnson'
Subject: EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie Cohan:
Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over

TO: McChrystal Group: Howie Cohan and Rachel Mendelowitz via Cherylanne Anderson
(cherylanne@mcchrystalgroup.com)
TO: NSA: Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
CC: Lockheed Martin Board of Directors:
Chair: Marillyn Hewson (Marillyn.A.Hewson@lmco.com); VP Space: Richard Ambrose
(richard.f.ambrose@lmco.com); VP Info: Sondra Barbour (sondra.l.barbour@lmco.com); VP
Missiles: Richard Edwards (Rich.Edwards@lmco.com)
CC: EoP Applicants & Observers:
Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); Stan McChrystal
(stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Observers: Arif Hasan Akhundzada
(arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil);
CC: AUSA Military Rep & Editors & Black Five:
AUSA Military Rep & Ed (ausacom@aol.com); DC SPJ: George Mason Univ: Dan Kubiske
(dekubiske@gmail.com); Black Five: Jim Hanson (jimbo@unclejimbo.com); Laughing Wolf
(wolf1@laughingwolf.net); Grim Beorn (grimbeornr@yahoo.com); Pinch Paisley
(wpaisley@comcast.net); Mr Wolf (The.Mr.Wolf@gmail.com); MCQ (mcq51@bellsouth.net); Chris
Carter (crushnik@yahoo.com); Major Pain (onemarinesview@yahoo.com); Uncle Pig

(enlistedswine@gmail.com); CC: Counter Currents: Editor: Greg Johnson (Editor@CounterCurrents.com).
Ref: SPJ: Adm Rogers to Speak on Cyber Command at MRE; Black Five: Lessons in Information
Operations.
EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie
Cohan: Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over
I noticed the 02 May 2016 McChrystal Group posting: by McChrystal Group employee: Howie
Cohan: Leadership Lessons: Turn the Rocks Over; posted shortly after my multi-tasking EoP
Axis: MIC [PDF] EoP v WiP NWO culture change negotiations related correspondence to
Counter Currants and Black Five; which refers to Black Five: Lessons in Information
Operations.
If that posting was -- McChrystal Groups prefers to play ego psychological warfare Mindfuck
games with Gen Bortnikov and/or Adm Rogers -- response to correspondence to FSB & NSA
[PDF] -- EoP Interpretation Data: 23 April 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local
Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’
blackout – herewith my EoP response.
Below is my EoP interpretation of more possible NSA-FSB – Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control
Technologies psychotronic composing Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565
geopolitical orchestra / opera message’s of human crystal ego’s – Culture Change to EoP Honour
Eco-footprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics crypto-speak; that I have been working on for the past
few days.
As noted; EoP Axis Adm Rogers MIC MRE; Osama MIC Drop; 7/7 Power & 147 Homer
Lea Company Coincidences includes reference to smelly potatoes: Lord of War: Kono Krystal
MI6 Smelly Potatoes.
-----Excerpt-----Nuclear Rug - Nuclear bomb – Rug – Carpets – Cookies - Respect – Cupcakes:
Donald Trump: Bobby Knight: Trump has guts to drop a nuclear bomb like Truman | Benjamin
Netanyahu: Carpet; curtain cupcake cookies | Brad Blanton cookies respect; lego stick | Likud
‘Victims of Bibi’ cookies ad – Ynet; RT; Times of Israel | Pablo Escobar King of Coke: Los Pepe /
Victims of Pepe |USA WTF Moments: Does the EO curtain match the rug? | FTW: Man Behind
the Curtain | ABC: Carly Fiorina curtain collapse | Brussels Zaventem Airport tiled ceiling
collapse – Tribune India; BBC | Capetown Woodmead Café Ceiling Collapse interrupting radio
jocks coffee meeting – News 24; Times Live | Latma: Want to buy a rug? | MI6 hacks Al Qaeda
website replaces bomb making recipes with Cupcake Recipes; in Operation Cupcake –
Telegraph; Mashable | Lord of War: Kono Krystal MI6 Smelly Potatoes | Russia: Dmitry
Rogozin Respect

La Loche High School Facebook Timeline logo: Respect:
→ 16-02-16_CarlSagan_RichardDawkins_Stroke ………….. Saskatchewan: 22 Jan 2016 La
Loche: Dene Building School Shooting: 17 Year old kills 4: 2 cousins & 2 teachers, wounds 7.
Excerpt: 16-01-24 UKUSDoD LlywelynGoat-PaulSelva: Excerpt: Culture Change to EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; or Not Back to School Harney Co Judas Goat

Cipher Camp Games? ………… Excerpt: 18 Feb 2017 correspondence to NSA & FSB; Subject:
NSA & FSB: EoP Obs & Int: Re: Richard Dawkins Stroke; SEAL Matt Bracken SHTF Dirty
Civil War. Transcript copies in: EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB [PDF];
EoP Applicants [PDF]: Ray Odierno & John Mulholland.
-----End Excerpt-----No reference to Rocks or Cohen. If those are your, McChrystal Group or Col Cohen’s cryptic
messages to Adm Rogers; I can provide a more detailed EoP Interpretation of -- Rocks: Ayers
Rocks, Satori Rocks; Cohen Dice are Loaded -- etc terms; but it shall take a bit of time.
Also; if ‘Rachel’ was a cryptic term; see: Lara Johnstone v Clive Johnstone: 18 April LJ Reply
Affidavit [PDF]: Paragraph: 42: EoP Rahab Response to WiP Joshua.
A copy of this correspondence will be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants: Stan McChrystal
[PDF]; (ii) FSB & NSA [PDF]: Stan McChrystal; (iii) EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Psych
[PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
Enclosure:
EoP Axis Adm Rogers MIC MRE; Osama MIC Drop; 7/7 Power & 147 Homer Lea
Company Coincidences
EoP interpretation of possible NSA-FSB crypto-speak; subject to EoP RH culture Reality IQO
caveat:
More possible NSA-FSB – Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control Technologies psychotronic
composing Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565 geopolitical orchestra /
opera message’s of human crystal ego’s – Culture Change to EoP Honour Eco-footprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics crypto-speak.
General Overview of events Bubble conscious images
SF44: PutinBear-NewNoRules_EoPTruth-or-WiPConsequences [PNG]
→ CivilizedPatriarchy_Consumption-Breeding_PenisWars [PNG]
→ 16-04-30_SPJ_AdmMikeRogers-MRESpeech_DanKubiske-GeorgeMason-HongKong [PNG]
→ 16-04-30_STimesCBB_RhodesMustFall-CapetownWaitressTip-NtokozeQwabe-OBZCafe
[PNG]
→ 16-04-30_USAWTF_BathroomsMowingGrassSnow-CardboardLifejacket [PNG]
→ 16-04-30_USAWTF_KandaharPooPond-StarbucksgreenBeansCoffeeMasturbateScoobySnacksElectionName [PNG]
→ 16-04-30_USAWTF_PersonalMarryVASuicideHotline-Condosm-ShavingCream-PinkBlanket
[PNG]
→ 16-05-01_JonWayneBobbit-Lorena18JuneWeddingJamesSehn_PenisCafeGuoliZhuangUSAWTFRecipe [PNG]

* ~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~ *
EoP Observation Interpretations:
Rainbow:
US Navy Aircraft Carriers: USS John Stennis Rainbow | China denies USS John Stennis
[CVN74] request for a port visit to Hong Kong; USS Blue Ridge approved - Defense One; Soldier
of Fortune Mag; SOFREP; JK Digital Media; He is Near; Philippine Star; VOA Now; Yahoo
Malaysia; Reuters India; South China Sea News; Military.com; Israel Company News Broker;
Iraq Magazine; Denver Daily Digest.
EoP Rainbow Parachute or WiP Off the Cliff Collision:
SF44: PutinBear-NewNoRules_EoPTruth-or-WiPConsequences [PNG]
****
147:
US Navy Aircraft Carriers: USS John Stennis Rainbow | China denies USS John Stennis
[CVN74] request for a port visit to Hong Kong; USS Blue Ridge approved - Defense One; Soldier
of Fortune Mag; SOFREP; JK Digital Media; He is Near; Philippine Star; VOA Now; Yahoo
Malaysia; Reuters India; South China Sea News; Military.com; Israel Company News Broker;
Iraq Magazine; Denver Daily Digest.
11 June 2001: 7:14: Faked Execution of Timothy James McVeigh:
→ Terre Haute negligently or fraudulently declared dead at 7:14 am on 11 June 2001.
→ → 16-02-16 TimMcVeigh Terrehaute_11June2001 0714…. Terre Haute Prison: Two
pints/tubs of Mint Chocolate Chip Ice Cream last meal prior to faked execution on 11 June 2001;
at 7:14 AM ……..
→ → → 16-02-19 TJMcVeigh FeatherMenCulture………… Excerpt: 07 March 2016: NSA &
FSB: EoP Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia Bombthreats & Terri
Kenning VanPD. Transcript copies in (i) EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB:
Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]; (ii) Int Police: LJ v Unashamedly Ethical: Corr: Canada: British
Columbia: Vancouver [PDF].
→ → → 16-03-14_CCC-ElChapareke_ElChapoGuzman_ISOWilliamPorter_CarlosJackal & 1602-19_TJMcVeigh-FMC_LeaSankaraCIADoD…… Excerpt: 28 & 29 March 2016: NSA & FSB:
EoP Int Data [PDF]: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl, Khayelitsha, Tokai &
Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels.

20 July 1982: IRA John A Downey's Hyde Park Nail Bombs, 4 Blues & Royals; 7 Horses:
→ Nail bombs mounted in a blue Austin parked on South Carriage Drive in Hyde Park that
killed four Blues and Royals soldiers of the Royal Household Cavalry, as they rode from their
Barracks to the Changing of the Guard ceremony at Buckingham Palace. Less than two hours
later, a second explosion in a Regents park bandstand killed seven Royal Green Jackets
bandsmen. Excerpted from: Ecology of Peace Culture Current Working Hypothesis Conclusion
EoP Interpretation Forensic Date correspondence sent to FSB & NSA [PDF] on 28 March 2016;

Subject: Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,
Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels.
247: 2 Cable Failures between 04-07:
→ 23 January 2016 correspondence to MWeb; Seacom; Wacs; CC: FSB & NSA. Subject: EoP
Decoding int: MWeb Notice of SEACOM & WACS cables failures on 21 Jan 2016: 0400-0700
PM. Transcript in EoP App: FSB & NSA: MWeb [PDF]

**
La Loche Saskatchewan: One 17 Yr old Male kills 4, wounds 7, allegedly arrested at 01:47 pm:
La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting: On 22 January 2016, a 17 year old male, killed four -- his two
cousins at their home; and two teachers at his school -- and injured seven [Numbers: 17.1.4.7].
He was charged with one charge of unauthorized possession of a firearm; four murder charges;
and 7 charges of assault [Numbers.1.4.7]. Allegedly he was arrested at: 01:47 pm [Numbers:
1.4.7]. He is a member of the Clearwater River Dene nation; a Canadian Native American tribe;
with high suicide rates; who was frequently bullied for his allegedly big ears. I do not know
what the probability is for an individual to commit 1.4.7 criminal acts; resulting in 1.4.7
numerical charges; and of such person being arrested at the exact same 1.47 time.
Excerpted from: Ecology of Peace Culture Current Working Hypothesis Conclusion EoP
Interpretation Forensic Date correspondence sent to FSB & NSA [PDF] on 28 March 2016;
Subject: Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,
Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels; as follows:
----- Excerpt-----Ecology of Peace Culture Current Working Hypothesis Conclusion:
It is my current working hypothesis conclusion that a significant number of individuals involved
– whether directly as a victim, victims family or community member, accused or accused family
or community member, state investigator, prosecutor or corporate media reporter or editor; or
social media poster or commenter – in the aforementioned events – were being psychotronically
manipulated, probably without their knowledge or consent.
Put differently: In any possible psychotronic handler manipulated event: There are at least
three layers of meaning to any individuals actions: their human-drone’s conscious actions based
upon their conscious personal values; the human-drone’s subconscious actions based upon their
subconscious cultural values; the human-drones unconscious actions based upon their
psychotronic handlers conscious and unconscious personal and cultural values. Put differently:
the human-drone has their conscious reasons for what they were doing, where they were doing,
how, with whom and why. They have their subconscious cultural reasons for what they were
doing, where they were doing it; how, with whom and why. Their drone handler has his/her
reasons for why they manipulated that particular human-drone to engage in that particular
activity; or make that particular statement; at that place, with whomever it was done, and why.
An Intelligence Agency handler psychotronically can manipulate any individual on earth;
whether they be a president, pope or unemployed homeless person as a ‘human drone war
pawn, to send Masonic WiP secret society topology coded cryptic messages.
If accurate:

EoP Axis Military Intelligence Agencies from Russia, China, NATO members and America;
acting on their own initiative or on the orders of their Political National Leader; with regard to
aforementioned events; are engaged in ‘cryptic negotiation’ communications and messages
regarding Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace culture war negotiations and court
proceedings.
Ecology of Peace Applicants are exploring military, legal and/or political options for the
implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that would require all
the worlds citizens from all the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits; or have their genes removed from the
planetary genepool.
Current options for the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract
are and have been: EoP Referendum; Amendment of UN Prisoner of War Treaty submission to
Swiss Federal Council; International Criminal Court Complaint: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al; and if those don’t work to nonviolently implement an EoP
international law social contract; the last resort military necessity coercion option is: Ecology of
Peace Axis Military Necessity ICC 26 lotto Evacuation.
A list of Ecology of Peace culture submissions to South African and international courts and
arbitration bodies can be found at EoP Legal Submissions.
The most recent South African related negotiations have been Ecology of Peace culture
correspondence to Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver, Uxbridge &
Auckland Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud: Notice of Possible Fraudulent practices being
practiced by Unashamedly Ethical: Ombudsman: Keith Matthee; Administrator: Jaap Le Roux;
Founder: Graham Power; Executive Committee: Ras Myburgh; Edward Beeka; Amanda Buys;
Patrick Kuwana; Chris Lodewyk; Mgayi Bongani; Gert Roberts; Hardus Zevenster;
International Advisors: Roy Chen; Dan Daniels; Datuk Edward Ong; Geoff Tunicliffe; Don
Simmonds; Phil Warbrick.

Military Cryptic Code and/or Twilight Language:
Cryptic communications occur everywhere from Joshua and Rahab’s cryptic red cord/rope
hanging from her window enabling the capture of Jericho in the Bible to Masonic War is Peace
‘rule of law’ Constitutional Court Judgements reliance on hidden – to the average layman –
stare decisis rulings.
Examples of ‘impossible coincidence’ Global War on Terror Cryptic Messages:
Peter Power and London Bombings:
On the morning of the 7 July 2005 London bombings: Peter Power, a former Anti-Terrorist
Branch Metropolitan police officer and "crisis management specialist" informed a television
news report that he was involved in a fictional drill for a client – later revealed as publisher and
backer of the UK's largest arms fair: Reed Elsevier – “based on simultaneous bombs going off
precisely at the railway stations where it happened this morning”. In an interview he gave to
the Manchester Evening News he spoke of "an exercise involving mock broadcasts when it
happened for real".

According to 7/7 Ripple Effect the probability of 7/7/2005 drill and attack coinciding without
being planned to coincide in a 10 year period, is one chance in
3,715,592,613,265,750,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
La Loche Saskatchewan: One 17 Yr old Male kills 4, wounds 7, allegedly arrested at 01:47 pm:
La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting: On 22 January 2016, a 17 year old male, killed four -- his two
cousins at their home; and two teachers at his school -- and injured seven [Numbers: 17.1.4.7].
He was charged with one charge of unauthorized possession of a firearm; four murder charges;
and 7 charges of assault [Numbers.1.4.7]. Allegedly he was arrested at: 01:47 pm [Numbers:
1.4.7]. He is a member of the Clearwater River Dene nation; a Canadian Native American tribe;
with high suicide rates; who was frequently bullied for his allegedly big ears. I do not know
what the probability is for an individual to commit 1.4.7 criminal acts; resulting in 1.4.7
numerical charges; and of such person being arrested at the exact same 1.47 time.
PNG: Dr. Len Horowitz representation of Solfeggio Scale & Devils Tone | Phi / Pie | Main Six Solfeggio Frequencies | Masaru Emoto:
Hidden Messages in Water 19 April 2004 presentation in Portland Oregon.

According to Dr. Len Horowitz’s interpretation of the Solfeggio scale; the number 639; which is
between 528 and 741; represents the Devils Tone; the dissonance between Mi and So; or Love
and Problem Solving.
John Nash’s Theories of Beauty, Problem Solving Cooperation and Messages from God:
John Nash was a mathematician; famous for his Nash Equilibrium theory; for which he won a
Nobel Prize for Economics. John Nash is the subject of the movie: A Beautiful Mind; and the
documentary: A Brilliant Madness.
Beauty & Problem Solving Cooperation Theories:
In A Beautiful Mind and A Brilliant Madness; the Nash Equilibrium theory is described as a
mathematical principle of cooperation. The principle of cooperation to implement an Ecology of
Peace international law as opposed to competition over resources is based thereon. Put simply:
That in any conflict; those who cooperate to share resources and resolve the root causes of the
conflict; would have a better chance of success and winning the fight; than those who say ‘the
strongest’ shall win all the resources; and have the right to enslave the weakest.
They are sitting in a bar and in walks a beautiful blond Aryan woman; and they all start getting
ready to fight each other to take her on a date; and John Nash laughs and tells them: Why fight
about the few women you consider to be physically beautiful in appearance; instead of
redefining beauty and cooperating to help all women to become beautiful in character. If you
fight for a few physically beautiful women; only a few men will win a beautiful woman; if you
redefine beauty in terms of character; you can then cooperate to help all women to grow
beautiful characters; then every man in the process helps his own character; and goes home
with a beautiful woman.
Similarly if humans cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract; then all the energy that is currently wasted by individuals, religions and races to fight
over resources will no longer need to be wasted on resources; and humans will have more time
and resources to investigate ideas such as whether God does or does not exist; or any other issue

of concern they are interested in investigating to seek the truth about reality; but currently
cannot do so; because they are just joining one or other religion for ethnic or religious tribal
resource war purposes; in their Planet of the Apes fight for survival.
Imagine if Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin had invited Mao Tse-tun, Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and Neville Chamberlain to meet and discuss options for pooling their military resources to
pressure the international legal community to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; for the benefit of all individuals from all races, classes and religions interested
in Ecology of Peace responsible freedom?
Imagine if Nelson Mandela and the ANC had invited Hendrik Verwoerd and the National Party
to meet and discuss options for leading the world towards an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; by working together to implement an Ecology of Peace social contract for an
ethical responsible freedom South Africa?
Messages from God Theories
In the documentary A Brilliant Madness: A Mathematical Genius Descent into Madness; John
Nash talks about how he attempted to mathematically calculate the probability of the existence
of God; by attempting to determine the ‘normal’ probability for any coincidence event to occur;
and if or where any highly improbable coincidence event occurred; which was not man-made;
considering whether highly improbable coincidence events could be messages from God.
Erhan Cinlar: “From time to time you would see in your office, you know under the door a huge
number of sheets that has been worked out the night before computing the probabilities of
certain coincidences. Very detailed computations. He was attempting to prove the existence of
God.”
John Nash: “I felt I might get a divine revelation that seeing a certain number of [above normal]
coincidences; could be interpreted as a message from Heaven.”
In my personal opinion: in an age where military agencies have access to technology that
includes mind reading and manipulating the thoughts, behaviors and actions of individuals,
animals, the weather; etc; if or where any individual perceives any highly improbable
coincidence event to have occurred; it would have to be verified that such improbable
coincidence was not the result of (a) military agencies using military technology to manipulate
events; (ii) extraterrestrial beings using extraterrestrial technology to manipulate events; before
(c) any consideration could be given to whether it could be a message from God.

Working Hypothesis as to why people use cryptic code:
People use cryptic code language for many reasons; such as: Military leaders, politicians,
corporate and mafia leaders use cryptic communication to (i) restrict their military, political
policy, corporate business secrets, or mafia illegal activities information from perceived enemies
and/or law enforcement; (b) manipulate their public relations image; to hide ugly inconvenient
truths they do not want known about their policies, beliefs and/or actions; from the general
public, their family; or their own followers.
I don’t use cryptic code language cause (i) I don’t have any secrets I need to keep from anyone
else; (ii) I am not involved in any illegal activities; (iii) I don’t have a public relations image that

hides ugly inconvenient truths; from the general public and I don’t have followers. I prefer buck
stops here really simple and crystal clear communication; no matter how offensive it may be.
If or when I have observed what I have interpreted as a working hypothesis conclusion
possibility to be possible cryptic communications; I publicly document my Ecology of Peace
interpretation of the possible cryptic message; for others to consider and provide me with their
feedback; as to whether my interpretations of their communications are accurate or not.
Cryptic communications can be 100% precise, leaving absolutely no room for misinterpretation;
like the orders sent to a Nuclear Submarine Captain in the movie Crimson Tide; or ambiguous
and imprecise; leaving massive room for wildly differing interpretations; like all organized
religions texts; whether Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, Judaism, Satanism, etc.
The key to the cryptic code can be publicly available, where it can be hidden in a public place;
like a library; or a law degree; or simply require an individuals interest to search and find it; or
it can be under lock and key – like a nuclear submarine safe -- only available to a select few.
If you are in the desert and there is only one oasis well with water; which is locked. Then the
person who has the key to that well of water is a very powerful person. That person can either
decide: (i) whether to ration the water equally based upon the well’s carrying capacity limits; or
whether to ration the water based upon whom is the most powerful. If however some people in
the village decide they want to be the political leader of the village and have the keys to the
well; then they can lie to the citizens and say ‘elect me; and I promise you can breed and
consume like cockroaches on viagra; and there will always be enough free water for everyone’.
When there is not enough water; and the people start fighting over the water; then the same
politician can say ‘the black people stole the water’ or the ‘white people are racists and wont
share the water’ and distract the emotionally greedy citizens; instead of saying to the citizens: “I
was the liar; I promised you, you could breed and consume like a cockroach on Viagra; because I
wanted you to vote for me; so that I could stick my pig nose in the government corruption
trough’. Greedy and corrupt citizens will vote for the politician who has promised them the most
‘free water’; that does not require them to be responsible with regard to their consumption of the
water. Honest citizens will take a look in the mirror and say ‘who did I vote for’? Someone who
said: We have a finite amount of water in our well; and must share it and conserve it; and have
to breed and consume below the well’s carrying capacity or we are going to go thirsty and die of
famine from lack of water for crops. Some Generals will try to educate their citizens about how
difficult it can be to simply try to provide ignorant people; who demand to breed and consume
like cockroaches on Viagra; with a well to get reliable water.
Masonic legal proceedings involve reliance and practice of legal jargon cryptology: As Professor
David Skover, Professor of Law at Seattle University says: “All law is interpretation. A lawyer
uses words, which are inherently imprecise, and when a law is applied to the fact of a new
situation what lawyers do is interpret the code words to deem them appropriately or
inappropriately applied to the case at hand. To view the law means to understand
interpretation. Law has more to do with critical literacy studies than it probably has to do with
anything else.”
Under Masonic War is Peace law: two judges adjudicating the same case of ‘unlawful’ actions
before them; can of their own volition or as a result of arguments made before them by
prosecutors and lawyers – involved in Accusatory proceeding -- follow two different Masonic
Matrix maze paths of ‘stare decisis’ rulings; where one Judge can end up at a ‘guilty’ conclusion

and the other at an ‘innocent’ conclusion. All Judges, prosecutors and lawyers either consciously
know this; or if intellectually honest even admit this: its sort of an open secret.
Ecology of Peace law is different: If or when an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract is implemented; any village idiot will be able to inform police authorities with a
reasonable degree of probable cause certainty that so and so is overbreeding and/or
overconsuming; and/or not engaging in fully informed consenting agreements with so and so.
Investigating, prosecuting, convicting and sentencing shall not involve massive millions of
taxpayer funds.
Twilight language:
Twilight language explores hidden meanings and synchromystic ‘coincidence’ connections via
onomatology: study of persons names; and toponymy: study of geographic place names. It is
generally used by individuals involved in occult and/or illegal activities; by individuals and
organizations who for some justified or unjustified reason want to ‘send a plausible deniable
message’.
Some people are either unaware of it; or others say that it does not exist; and is not being
practiced. In order to prove to people who do not know what twilight language is; or how it is
spoken; you have to use twilight language to communicate to them; and then find an honest
interpreter who will accurately interpret your message; exactly as you meant it; not as they
want to twist it; for their benefit.
This means that you must find someone who will listen; document her interpretation of the
message; as an interpretation not a fact; and only if it is ever confirmed as an accurate
interpretation; shall the interpretation be stated as a ‘fact’.
----- End Excerpt------

****
Hong Kong & China:
Hong Kong:
→ 04 March 2016 submission to Capetown; Hong Kong, Dandenong, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver,
Uxbridge & Auckland Police: Hong Kong [PDF]
China:
→ EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 18 Mar: CCTV News
China: China Chief Justice: China to setup Intnl Maritime Judicial Center to Resolve Sea
Disputes.
**
China One Child Climate Change Negotiations Therapy Kiss:
Excerpt: (i) 28 March 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data [PDF]: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don;
ZA: Paarl, Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels; (ii) partial
copy in: 23 April 2016: FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA: Admiral Rogers [PDF]: NSA & FSB: EoP

Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem
solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout.
→ PT / Portugal .... Frank Carlucci: Carlucci became US Ambassador to Portugal, and served in
this position from 1974 until 1977. He is still very fondly remembered in Portugal among the
winners of the November 25 Coup d'État.
→ → ….. Project for the New American Century (PNAC): Nederland 2/Channel 2:
TweeVandaag: Dutch TV: 9 Sept 2005: Michael Meacher Question 911. …… Doc:
Rebuilding America’s Defenses: …….. EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of
Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics? →
Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict: United States, Canada,
United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence Agency and
Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption as sources of Resource
Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for example:
Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and the
Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA. ……. Channel Four: African
Population Explosion Poverty Crisis; Ted Koppel: CIA & Pentagon on: Population Growth
& Resource Wars; Al Bartlett: China’s One Child Population Policy Climate Change
Negotiations.
→→ Frontier Group → Utopia Residences → Utopia ocean liner: "A Cruise That Never Ends".
….. Trick Schneider: San Diego Hornblower cruises whale watching ship crashes into pier.
……. 07 Dec 2009: George Airport: SA Airlink crash onto R404/104 ring road: Kathryn
Report; Pharside; SA Weather Observer: reverse thrust…. ……… Reverse Thrust: Time
difference that it takes for a dinghy with an outboard motor to avoid crashing into a
pier/iceberg; compared to a whale watching boat [last second – Hocky-L shape turn];
tallship; nuclear powered aircraft carrier [miles/hours of slowing down; using reverse
thrust to slowly dock next to a pier; culture-ship of 7.4 billion people? ……….. Hockey: 07
Sept 2011 Yak-Service Flight 9633, Yak-Service Yakovlev Yak-42 Lokomotiv Yaroslavl Ice
Hockey crash: Yak ran off runway, struck tower mast, crashed next to Volga river bank;
killing all on board; including Lokomotiv Yaroslavl ice hockey team; except avionics flight
engineer. ………. Yak Shit: primary source of energy for Tibetan Plateau, Mongolia areas
without trees. ………. Y is for Yak Shit. …………… China Daily: Ethnic Tajik life through
the lens of a People’s Liberation Army soldier Wang Lei: 1: Family Love; II: Outdoor Life;
III: Kiss Greeting: A Tajik woman sun-dries sheep and Yak cow dung.
Its Not About the Nail Kiss/ Group Therapy:
PNG: Its Not About the Nail | Terence McKenna: Masonic War is Peace industrial civilization is a pointed
loaded gun | Departed PNG: Cops or Criminals: When facing a loaded gun; what’s the difference? |
Group Therapy: Sometimes it Works!

If your activism to end racism, slavery, oppression, climate change; food shortages, food
inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil,
peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources,
climate change, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police,
etc; does not include discussion of the root – ‘right to breed / consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the Masonic War is Peace social contract –
overpopulation and consumption causes of those socio-economic, psycho-political and ecological
resource war problems; your activism is just another ‘Its not about the Nail’ Masonic War is
Peace Bullshit the Public Relations Stunt.

If the nail you are hammering is to abolish the Masonic War is Peace social contract and replace
it with an Ecology of Peace social contract; then that nail is simultaneously addressing a
multitude of ecological overshoot problems: whether crime and violence, unemployment and
poverty, food shortages, inflation, political instability, loss of political freedoms, conformist
political correctness, vanishing species, garbage and pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic
waste, resource depletion, etc.
Put simply the nail is in the bulls eye target zone, and each hammer strike, sends problem
solving solution ripples to each of all of these problems; whereas if you find a nail and stick it in
only one of these problem areas; each hammer strike is pointless; because in the absence of
addressing the root cause of the problem: Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed/consume with
total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract; the particular problem you
are focussed on is only going to get worse; as the tap of overpopulation / overconsumptionecological overshoot resource scarcity grows and grows and grows.
-- Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement; CNN.

* ~~~~~~ *
Big Bang:
CERN Big Bang Malfunction:
→ 29 – 30 Apr 2016: Weasel/marten electrocutes self on transformer; shutting down worlds
most powerful big bang particle collider - NPR; IBTimes; Guardian
“The first thing you need to know about CERN is that it’s a misnomer. The N stands for Nuclear
which sounded cool in 1954 but they’ve actually worked on sub-nuclear stuff ever since then. ...
CERN—and specifically the Large Hadron Collider—is an attempt to simultaneously create the
hottest place in the Universe and the near-coldest place in the Universe, on Earth, just outside
Geneva, and millimetres away from each other. (The former, the conditions of the Big Bang; the
latter, the 1.5° Kelvin of deep vacuum space and superconducting magnets cooled with liquid
helium. The core beam tubes of the LHC are colder and emptier than most of space.) ..... Here’s
another thing. Magnets are a big deal at CERN, because you need them to steer the beams of
very, very fast particles around in a big circle. And the French word for magnets is “aimants”,
which means “loving”. The LHC is a massive loving machine, and I love the Académie française.
– Book Two; by James Bridle.
Obama Mic Drop loud ‘big bang’:
→ 30 Apr 2016: RT: Obama Out 'MIC drops' big bang at last correspondents dinner.
**
MIC – KIM / Prod-Drop:
Obama Mic Drop:
→ 30 Apr 2016: RT: Obama Out 'MIC drops' big bang at last correspondents dinner

EoP MIC Prod Info Request:
→ MIC: 30 Apr 2016: EoP correspondence to Lockheed Martin: Board of Directors; Subject:
Lockheed Martin Brd Dir: Info Request to Mil Ind Complex; Re EoP or WiP Future Preference.
Transcript in: EoP Axis [PDF]: MIC: Military Industrial Complex.
EoP Cattle Prod Media & Marketing:
→ 16-04-23_UkraineChernobyl-MedalPool_IUD-TinkerTailor: Excerpt MCR: WiP Recipe
Reality. Transcript: 23 April 2016 correspondence to FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA: Admiral
Rogers; Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan
McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout; documented in: EoP Axis
Military Necessity Evacuation: EoP Applicants: Request Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: Ecology
of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF].
EoP KIM North Korea Correspondence:
→ IGN: Kim Jong-un Ecology of Peace MILINT Sustainable Security Options submitted to SL
Kim Jong-un, Russia, China & USA for resolution of N Korea and Industrial Civilization's
Suicide Marches.
**
Cable Malfunction:
Weasel/Marten Small Mammal causes CERN Transformer Cable Malfunction:
→ 29 – 30 Apr 2016: Weasel/marten electrocutes self on transformer; shutting down worlds
most powerful big bang particle collider - NPR; IBTimes; Guardian
Civil Construction cause 2 Cables: Seacom; Wacs Malfunction between 04-07:
→ 23 January 2016 correspondence to MWeb; Seacom; Wacs; CC: FSB & NSA. Subject: EoP
Decoding Int: MWeb Notice of SEACOM & WACS cables failures on 21 Jan 2016: 0400-0700
PM. Transcript in EoP App: FSB & NSA: MWeb [PDF]
****
Gorki Keystone Species [Weasel / Marten / Pika Prairie Dog Sable]:
Weasel / Marten:
→ 29 – 30 Apr 2016: Weasel/marten electrocutes self on transformer; shutting down worlds
most powerful big bang particle collider - NPR; IBTimes; Guardian
**
Keystone Species:
→ 16-03-20_EoPvWiPCC_MalkovichProblemSolving_CooperPopPuzzleTap. Excerpt: 28 & 29
March 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data [PDF]: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,
Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels.

Excerpt: Ecology of Peace:
----- Excerpt ------

Keystone Predators maintain Ecological Equilibrium:
A keystone species -- like the Platteau Pika in China or the Black Tailed Prairie Dog in Arizona
-- has a disproportionate effect on its environment relative to its abundance, affecting many
other organisms in an ecosystem, helping to determine the types and numbers of various others
species in a community. Such an organism plays a role in its ecosystem that is analogous to the
role of a keystone in an arch. While the keystone feels the least pressure of any of the stones in
an arch, the arch still collapses without it. Ecosystems experience a dramatic loss of biodiversity
& equilibrium if the keystone species is removed. Keystone Predator-prey systems enhance
ecological equilibrium and balance.
A starfish is the top predator upon a community of invertebrates inhabiting tidally inundated
rock faces in the Pacific Northwest. The rest of the community included mollusks, barnacles and
other invertebrates, for a total of 12 species (not counting microscopic taxa). When the starfish
was removed the species were reduced to 11. Soon, an acorn barnacle and a mussel began to
occupy virtually all available space, out competing other species. Species diversity dropped from
more than 12 species to essentially 2. The starfish was a keystone predator, keeping the
strongest competitors in check. Although it was a predator, it helped to maintain a greater
number of species in the community. Its beneficial impact on species that were weak
competitors is an example of an indirect effect.
CommonSism Jurisprudence, restricting all human cultures, religions, races, etc to procreating
and consuming below regional, national and international carrying capacity limits; if
implemented function as a form of 'legal /jurisprudence starfish' Keystone predation, by
eliminating the breeding and consuming predator cheaters, to (a) keep the system stable with
regard to human population vis a vis other species and resources; and (b) restrict any one
religion, race, or culture from overpredation; by outcompeting all other species (due to greater
access to capital (consumption war predatory benefits) or human cannon fodder (breeding war
predatory benefits).
----- End Excerpt ------

**
Sable – Gorki Park:
→ 16-03-26_NotAboutNail_Giraffe_F104Starfighter_JADowney: …… Gorki Park Ferris wheel |
Joseph Stalin and Maxim Gorky…….. Excerpt: 23 April 2016 correspondence to FSB: Gen
Bortnikov and NSA: Admiral Rogers; Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local
Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’
blackout; documented in: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: EoP Applicants: Request
Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF].
→ 16-03-10_Kiril-Putin_Vote4Bob-SShetland_TragedyCommons_KansasLoW: ..... Discover
Russia: Dog wearing Valenti Boots and Gorki hat; Daisy the cat………. Excerpt: 28 & 29 March
2016 correspondence: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,
Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels. Transcript available in:
FSB & NSA: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF]

→ 15-06-25_DylannStormRoof ……… 039: T: Gorky Park; I: Gorky Park || 040: Sable Island:
Horses dig for water; Sparrow & Yellow Warbler.…… Excerpt: Charleston 911 Chapmansville:
Dylann Storm Roof 01.
→ 16-02-27_Kiril_Grahamland_EgoPower_NTE ……. Your Votes Powered by Unicorn Farts
since 1865 -- Hunt for the Unicorn Tapestry / Killer: Eira Einhorn Manhunt - 15-11-17_AWrldExcerpt: Israels Generals: Arik Sharon Orange Grove Visits -- Boston Marathon Unicorn Logo 15 April 2013 Bombing - Tamerlan Tsarnaev -- Tamerlane aka Timur Nomadic Conqueror -Gorky Park: Tamerlain: 15-06-07: 0512 TT-Consortium News: Extra Judicial KillingsUrbanRioting-GorkyPark-HardballJFK: Excerpt: VADM Rogers: Re: SF44 ObsInt: TelkomMWeb George-Blanco-Rhinefield 044-874 Network Fault …….
****
Engineer:
CERN Largest most complex engineering machine in world:
Wikipedia: The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world's largest and most powerful particle
collider, the largest, most complex experimental facility ever built, and the largest single
machine in the world. It was built by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
between 1998 and 2008 in collaboration with over 10,000 scientists and engineers from over 100
countries, as well as hundreds of universities and laboratories.
Chernobyl Arch Largest Engineering Project in the World:
→ 16-03-14_CCC-ElChapareke_ElChapoGuzman_ISOWilliamPorter_CarlosJackal .......
Ukraine Chernobyl Lead Coffin Arch: largest engineering project in the world | Chernobyl
medal: Pregnant woman with target scope on her baby ....... Excerpt: 28 & 29 March 2016
correspondence: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,
Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels. Transcript available in:
FSB & NSA: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF]
Thabo Mbeki Kaffir Engineer:
→ “The engineer wrote: "I would like to summarise what the Kaffirs have done to stuff up this
country since they came into power...If a white buys a house, he pays transfer duties. If a kaffir
buys a house it is free of duties because he was 'previously disadvantaged'...More than 20% of
the GDP is embezzled by the kaffir politicians and corrupt civil servants...The UIF and state
pension funds have been embezzled...Our girlfriends/wives are in constant threat of being
brutally raped by some AIDS infested Kaffir (or gang of Kaffirs)...Everyday someone you know
is either robbed, assaulted, hijacked or murdered...Half these black bastards have bought their
(drivers) licences from corrupt traffic cops...AND AND AND AND AND...All I am saying is that
AIDS isn't working fast enough!!!"” …….. Excerpt: EoP v WiP NOW Negotiations: Comments
Corr [PDF]: Thabo Mbeki African Leadership Institute.
David Copeland London Nail Bomber Engineer’s Assistant:
→ 16-03-26_DaveCopelandNailBomber_AdmDuncanCologneZwickauIstanbulKebab ……….
David Copeland aka London Nail bomber set off three nail bombs in London on 17, 24 and 30
April 1999; respectively in Brixton Market; Electric Avenue, Brixton; Brick Lane and the
Admiral Duncan Pub in Old Compton Street; after reading The Turner Diaries. Copeland was
employed as an engineers assistant; as well as being the regional leader of the National
Socialist Movement at the time; of the bombings. …….. Excerpt: 28 & 29 March 2016
correspondence: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl,

Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels. Transcript available in:
FSB & NSA: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF]
Wouter SY Aiglon Engineer:
→ Wouter: S.Y. Aiglon: German Engineer: Wouter / Walter Gesche. American First Mate:
Kenny Libby from Kennebunkport: Home of Putin and Bush’s Lobster Summit. S.Y. Aiglon
reference available as posted in Complaint to ICC: Lara Johnstone v Desmond Tutu et al. S.Y.
Aiglon reference in EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Corr: [PDF]: 26 Jan: Culture
Change. ……….. Excerpt: 23 April 2016 correspondence to FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA:
Admiral Rogers; Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law
& Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout. Transcript
documented in: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: EoP Applicants: Request Asst of
Counsel: FSB & NSA: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic Data [PDF].
* ~~~~~~ *
Terre Haute :
Donald Trump May Day Terre Haute Theater:
→ Donald Trump: 01 May Terre Haute Indiana, Theater

11 June 2001: 7:14: Terre Haute Faked Execution of Timothy James McVeigh:
→ Terre Haute negligently or fraudulently declared dead at 7:14 am on 11 June 2001.
→ → 16-02-16 TimMcVeigh Terrehaute_11June2001 0714…. Terre Haute Prison: Two
pints/tubs of Mint Chocolate Chip Ice Cream last meal prior to faked execution on 11 June 2001;
at 7:14 AM ……..
→ → → 16-02-19 TJMcVeigh FeatherMenCulture………… Excerpt: 07 March 2016: NSA &
FSB: EoP Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia Bombthreats & Terri
Kenning VanPD. Transcript copies in (i) EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB:
Unashamedly Ethical [PDF]; (ii) Int Police: LJ v Unashamedly Ethical: Corr: Canada: British
Columbia: Vancouver [PDF].
→ → → 16-03-14_CCC-ElChapareke_ElChapoGuzman_ISOWilliamPorter_CarlosJackal & 1602-19_TJMcVeigh-FMC_LeaSankaraCIADoD…… Excerpt: 28 & 29 March 2016: NSA & FSB:
EoP Int Data [PDF]: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl, Khayelitsha, Tokai &
Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels.

* ~~~~~~ *
Nuclear Rug - Nuclear bomb – Rug – Carpets – Cookies - Respect – Cupcakes:
Donald Trump: Bobby Knight: Trump has guts to drop a nuclear bomb like Truman | Benjamin
Netanyahu: Carpet; curtain cupcake cookies | Brad Blanton cookies respect; lego stick | Likud
‘Victims of Bibi’ cookies ad – Ynet; RT; Times of Israel | Pablo Escobar King of Coke: Los Pepe /
Victims of Pepe |USA WTF Moments: Does the EO curtain match the rug? | FTW: Man Behind
the Curtain | ABC: Carly Fiorina curtain collapse | Brussels Zaventem Airport tiled ceiling
collapse – Tribune India; BBC | Capetown Woodmead Café Ceiling Collapse interrupting radio
jocks coffee meeting – News 24; Times Live | Latma: Want to buy a rug? | MI6 hacks Al Qaeda
website replaces bomb making recipes with Cupcake Recipes; in Operation Cupcake –

Telegraph; Mashable | Lord of War: Kono Krystal MI6 Smelly Potatoes | Russia: Dmitry
Rogozin Respect

La Loche High School Facebook Timeline logo: Respect:
→ 16-02-16_CarlSagan_RichardDawkins_Stroke ………….. Saskatchewan: 22 Jan 2016 La
Loche: Dene Building School Shooting: 17 Year old kills 4: 2 cousins & 2 teachers, wounds 7.
Excerpt: 16-01-24 UKUSDoD LlywelynGoat-PaulSelva: Excerpt: Culture Change to EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; or Not Back to School Harney Co Judas Goat
Cipher Camp Games? ………… Excerpt: 18 Feb 2017 correspondence to NSA & FSB; Subject:
NSA & FSB: EoP Obs & Int: Re: Richard Dawkins Stroke; SEAL Matt Bracken SHTF Dirty
Civil War. Transcript copies in: EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB [PDF];
EoP Applicants [PDF]: Ray Odierno & John Mulholland.

* ~~~~~~ *
Global Terrorism:
Radisson Hotel Conf: Worlds Military Brass ponders how to respond to global terrorism - RBTH;
South Front
Biological Terrorism:
→ 16-02-04_BibiNetanyahu-JerusalemSunset_HarneyCoSheriff-USHwy20collission_NWFrontLavoyFinicumRoddyMcCorleyBridgeToome ...... The Bridge: The Beast: Fasto Galvan: What the
hell is a serial killer? | NSA: Worldwide Threats: Biological Terrorism ..... Suspect Zero: Trailer;
Orobouros background: It was there and we found it…........ Excerpt: SF44: 07 Feb 2016
correspondence Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh;
US v IronOrder/Mongols. Transcripts in: (i) EoP Axis: IL Coercion [PDF]; (ii) EoP Applicants
[PDF]; (iii) EoP Applicants: Req Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB: Oregon Harney Co [PDF]; (iv)
EoP Axis: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al [PDF]; (v) EoP v WiP NWO
negotiations: Comments Corr [PDF].

Global War on Terror Metrics:
→ Donald Rumsfeld: Global War on Terror Metrics [PDF]
→ → 16-03-14_CCC-ElChapareke_ElChapoGuzman_ISOWilliamPorter_CarlosJackal & 1602-19_TJMcVeigh-FMC_LeaSankaraCIADoD…… Excerpt: 28 & 29 March 2016: NSA & FSB:
EoP Int Data [PDF]: RU: Waterloo & Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl, Khayelitsha, Tokai &
Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE: Brussels.

EoP Definition for Crimes of Aggression Acts of War roots of overpopulation and
overconsumption causes of Terrorism:
Excerpt: 29 Dec 2015: ICC Judges [PDF]:
---- Excerpt ----On behalf of the EoP Applicants I have been preparing documentation for an ICC private
prosecution in terms of Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine; CA, UK, US & RSA

Common Law Private Prosecution doctrine; Rome Statute: Art.5, 6, 7, 8 & 15; ICC Code of
Judicial Ethics: Art 4, 5(1), 7 & 11. Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War.
The Ecology of Peace culture’s definition of ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’ is as follows:
“Any individual who is found guilty of advocating on behalf of, legislating, enforcing, or
obeying any – cultural, religious, common, statutory, constitutional, or international –
‘scarcity combatant’ social contract; which enables or advocates on behalf of human
procreation, consumption or production of resources that transgress ecological carrying
capacity limits, is guilty of the ‘crime of aggression act of war’.”
Carrying Capacity Sustainability: I=PAT Equation:
For activities to be genuinely sustainable it must be possible for them to continue
indefinitely. The impact of humanity on the environment and the demands that people place
on the resources available on the planet can be summarized by what is known as the Ehrlich
or IPAT equation, I=PAT. I = impact on the environment or demand for resources, P =
population size, A = affluence and T = technology. The two most important conclusions
deriving from this IPAT footprint relationship are that: (i) the Earth can support only a
limited number of people, at a certain level of affluence, in a sustainable manner; and (ii)
Population and Consumption must be reduced to below carrying capacity.
An individuals IPAT footprint is a result of: (A) Consumption Footprint multiplied by (B)
Procreation Factor.
Consumption Footprint: Consumption footprint calculators are based upon Global
Footprint Application Standards, and calculate an individuals consumption footprint based
upon various questions about their consumption lifestyle’s; and provide a final consumption
footprint in global hectares which is the individual’s ‘consumption footprint’; i.e. the amount
of global productive land required for the production of products the individual consumes.
Consumption Footprint calculators can be found at among others: Global Footprint
Network; Earth Day; Center for Sustainable Economy; EcoCampus.
Global Footprint concepts were developed by among others: Dr. Mathis Wackernagel; Dr.
William Rees; Dr. Herman Daly and the Global Footprint Network Standards Committee is
one of two committees overseeing scientific review procedures and standards for Footprint
calculations.
Procreation Factor: According to the research of Paul Murtaugh: A parent increases their
consumption footprint by a factor of 20 for every child procreated.
Carrying Capacity aka Biocapacity Limits: “The maximum number of individuals that can
be supported sustainably by a given environment is known as its ‘carrying capacity’. Worldwide
the total amount of biologically productive land and sea amounts to 12 billion global hectares
(gha); or 1.8 gha each if divided by 6.7 billion each. Guerrylla Laws are drawn up in accordance
with the proactive conservation policies of Bhutan, who set aside 40% of their biologically
productive to be returned to its natural state, for other species and wildlife conservation
purposes; then that means that the total amount of biologically productive carrying capacity
land available to humans is 60% of 12 billion; which amounts to 7.2 billion gha total; or 60% of
1.8 gha, which is 1 gha each.

Population factor is relevant, because the more humans there are, the less biologically
productive land there is for everyone else.
For example:
Biocapacity limits of 6.7, 3.5, 1 Billion, 500, 250 & 100 Million humans: 7.2 billion
global hectares of biologically productive land and water divided by (a) 6.7 billion humans,
equals: 1.07 gha each; (b) 3.5 billion equals 2.05 gha each; (c) 1 billion equals 7.2 gha each;
(d) 500 million equals 14.4 gha each; (e) 250 million equals 28.8 gha; (f) 100 million equals
72 gha each.
------ End Excerpt -----****
Waldorf Astoria Hotel:
→ 27 April 1961 John F Kennedy Secret Societies Waldorf Hotel speech – Excerpt; Full
Waldorf Hotel Basement: In 1954, Israeli statesman and archaeologist Yigael Yadin met
secretly with the Syriac Orthodox Archbishop Mar Samuel in the basement of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel to negotiate the purchase of four Dead Sea Scrolls for Israel. The scrolls were kept
in a vault at the Waldorf-Astoria branch of New York's Chemical Bank. At the request of the
Israeli government, respected biblical scholar Dr. Harry Orlinsky examined the scrolls and
verified their authenticity; Yadin paid $250,000 for all four.
→ WTC Basement: Explosions in basement prior to planes crashing into WTC;
→ → Dmitry Khalezov: WTC demolished using underground nukes
→ Base: Stan Goff: Bin Laden & Al Qaeda Terrorism; Sex and War; Weaponized Phallus;
Enemies – A Confession.
→ Mint: Timothy McVeigh Terre Haute Choc Chip Mint last meal: See: 11 June 2001: 7:14:
Faked Execution of Timothy James McVeigh
→ Chemical Bank: Chemical Warfare: EoP PoW submission to Swiss Federal Council for
Amendment of Geneva Convention: Suggested definitions: Chemical Warfare: Chemical
Warfare is simply a symptom of breeding and consumption chemical behaviours. The most
dangerous root cause chemical warfare ingredients are (a) male sperm; (b) female ovaries; and
(c) ego-gender insecurity memeplexes that have hijacked our brain-matter/minds; to engage in
breeding war and consumption warfare behaviour; resulting in ecological overshot, standing
armies and finally military chemical warfare.
27 April:
→ 27 April 1961 John F Kennedy Secret Societies Waldorf Hotel speech – Excerpt; Full. See
Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
1996: Murder of CIA Director William Colby & 1973: Daniel Ellsburg Pentagon Papers
Wikipedia; Pythia Press: Who Killed William Colby; Alex Exum; Archive: Why was Colby
Assassinated?; Vanity Fair: The Man Nobody Knew.

“And when the cold war was over, he proposed beating swords into plowshares, arguing that
half of the billions for the Pentagon should go to education, economic competitiveness and
programs for the poor. This transformation began on April 27, 1973, 12 days before Mr. Colby
learned that President Richard M. Nixon, then deeply enmeshed in the Watergate scandal, was
about to nominate him as Director of Central Intelligence. That day, the Federal judge at the
trial of Daniel Ellsberg, a former Defense Department official charged with espionage after the
Pentagon Papers, a secret history of the Vietnam War, were provided to The New York Times,
disclosed that the office of Mr. Ellsberg's psychiatrist had been burglarized by White House
operatives -- with technical assistance from the C.I.A.”
-- New York Times.
“Michael Collins Piper in his book “Final Judgement” wrote (William Colby – The Education
Forum): The August 20, 1996 issue of The Sun, a supermarket tabloid, carried an exciting
‘newsflash’ which announced, “Dead CIA Chief Was Set To Finally Blow Lid on JFK
Assassination”. The tabloid announced that former CIA director William Colby had been
planning to blow the whistle on the truth about the assassination… ….The fact is, that while
serving as CIA director, William Colby was considered hostile to Israel’s interests, so much so
that it was Colby who fired the Mossad’s longtime agent-in-place at the CIA, James Jesus
Angleton, who has been documented in ‘Final Judgement’ as the key CIA player in the JFK
assassination conspiracy.”
-- Smoloko
**
Gonesse Hôtelissimo Les Relais Bleus Hotel:
PNG: Air France Flight 4590 Concord Takeoff | Paris Charles De Gaulle CDG | Photo from Truck Driver
passenger of Air France Flight 4590 takeoff | Les Relais Bleue Hotel Logo | L-shaped Titanium alloy strip
and tyre | Gonesse Memorial | Concorde SST; Ville de Gonesse and Centre Dentaire Garges Sarcelles
logos.

The Air France Flight 4590 Concord crash into a field next to a hotel; after taking off from Paris
airport; on 25 July 2000; was the result of the tyre running over an L-shaped titanium alloy
strip – that had dislodged from a Continental Airlines DC-10 departing for Newark, New
Jersey, during takeoff from the same runway; when a rivet popped – that punctured the tyre, a
chunk of tyre debris struck a wing that sent out a pressure shockwave that ruptured a fuel tank
and leaking fuel ignited. The fire caused damage to the port wing, which began to disintegrate—
melted by the extremely high temperatures. Engine one and two lost power. Engine one surged
again, but this time failed to recover. Due to the asymmetric thrust, the starboard wing lifted,
banking the aircraft to over 100 degrees. The crew reduced the power on engines three and four
in an attempt to level the aircraft, but with falling airspeed they lost control and the aircraft
stalled, crashing into the field next to the Hôtelissimo Les Relais Bleus Hotel in the town of
Gonesse.
– Wikipedia; BBC; Doc; Concord SST
L-shaped:
See: China One Child Climate Change Negotiations Therapy Kiss:
Rivet popped:
MILINT Earth Day: Tipping Points: Biodiversity Loss: “As you walk from the terminal toward
your airline, you notice a man on a ladder busily prying rivets out of its wing. Somewhat

concerned, you saunter over to the rivet popper and ask just what the hell he’s doing.” (Ehrlich
and Ehrlich, 1981)

**
Gonesse Hash/Tic Tac Toe Memorial:
→ WoPR Wargames
→ Dylann Storm Roof 18 June Shelby Arrest & Burger King Whopper – Charlotte Observer.
Excerpt: Donald Rumsfeld: Global War on Terror Metrics [PDF]:
----- Excerpt ---In the letters sent to the media, the characters 'A' and 'T' were sometimes bolded or
highlighted by tracing over, suggesting that the letters contained a hidden code: TTT
AAT TAT.
Three A’s; Six T’s; Total of Nine letters; which could just as easily be arranged as Noughts and
Crosses in Tic Tac Toe; used to teach Joshua the concept of Nuclear Mutual Assured
Destruction futility in Wargames. Three Men's Morris is an abstract strategy game played on a
three by three board that is similar to tic-tac-toe; which also has a Six Men's Morris and Nine
Men's Morris variant. Combining Military call signs and Tic Tac Toe nuclear Morris wargames
gets you Alpha and T to Tango:
Bold Alpha Tango -- “There will be peace when they love their children more than they hate us”- Wargames.
If accurate: The Bold Alpha Tango’s will not be able to implement an Ecology of Peace social
contract; if that is their serious intention; unless they are more detailed and specific about such
intentions; and are willing to give up their addiction to plausible deniable occult practices.
----- End Excerpt ----

****
War is Peace Penis-God Worshippers Cultural Schmuck Reality:
Penis Wars – China Penis Café Guo li Zhuang:
→ CivilizedPatriarchy_Consumption-Breeding_PenisWars [PNG]
→ 16-05-01_JonWayneBobbit-Lorena18JuneWeddingJamesSehn_PenisCafeGuoliZhuangUSAWTFRecipe [PNG]
→ Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: (i) [PDF]→ C.1: Skip Moen: Is Christianity/Judaism
Yahweh a religion/God of peace or war?; (ii) TPP [PDF]: 29 Jan 2016: EoP Axis/TTIP RE: USA
civilian TTIP Withdrawal from EoP Axis; (iii) Comments Correspondence [PDF] → Jiaozuo City
Mingxing Brake Equipment Factory Mr. Aaron.
A Revolutionary in Military Ethics is the premise for the EoP v WiP NWO negotiations [PDF]
question: whom should the military kill; which is excerpted in: stanmcchrystal-spygame-

buffalobill-nato-bridge-garywebb; in UJMC-SF44: Aex ELF Potato-Island Love Story: New EoP
Gotit Rules or No Los Pepes Rules.
Our dilemma is that of defining just and unjust actions within our wars and conflicts. It is time
to reexamine habits that have come to pass for ethics and ask the sort of questions that are as
controversial as they are uncomfortable to the man or woman of conscience ... We must reexamine
our concepts of the ethical and the legal. .. The whispered warning that we do not condone
"assassinations" because we do not want our own leader assassinated is a counsel of unspeakable
cowardice. First, if leaders will not risk the fate they ask of their privates, they are not fit to lead
their people. Second, if foreign criminals, official or private, knew that retribution would be
generally swift and always sure, attacks on US leaders -- or US citizens overall -- would likely
decrease wonderfully. And such a policy would return us once again to an objectively moral path.
These issues demand serious debate. Traditionalists who decry even the possibility of attacking
these sources of human misery in such a manner generally do so from campuses or comfortable
offices. They are out of contact with our citizenry and its needs, as they are phenomenally out of
contact with the sheer violence of this world. They will immediately push the issue to absurd
extremes, crying out that such a doctrine would amount to giving our military, .. a license to kill.
But the purpose of a military is to kill, and if you cannot stomach that, you should not have a
military.
The only operative question is whom the military should kill.
»» Col Ralph Peters: Revolution in Military Ethics
I don’t know what is on the top of other people’s military necessity lists. Presumably the
implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract is on the top of many
Generals and Admirals military necessity lists [PDF: 23 Jan 2016]. If they don’t have enough
Generals and Admirals to implement EoP Axis Military Necessity Coercion Evacuation; those
who believe in God/Allah/Jahweh/Buddha/Satan better be doing some ‘God Help Us All’; as they
give the planet’s Prosecutors, non-cooperating military elite, lily white guilt liberals – who don’t
understand the passive aggressive obstruction to the honourable winning hearts and minds
implementation of an Ecology of Peace cultural schmuck reality – some rectal-hummus
hydration interrogation.
‘God Help Us All’ considerations for the God/Allah/Jahweh/Buddha/Satan believers:
To the Pope’s, Cardinals, Pastors, Friars, Priests, Deacons, Ayatollahs’ Imam’s, Witches
interpreters of God / Allah / Buddha’s / Satan’s etc words:

When do you intend to ask your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan boss; whether he knows
that the earth he made is flat or not?

If your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan boss knows that the earth he made is not flat; but
round and with finite resources:
o when does that God / Allah / Buddha / Satan boss of yours intend to inform you
his prophet spokesperson?

If your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan Boss knows that the earth he made is not flat; but
round and with finite resources; and your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan is a God / Allah /
Buddha / Satan is a God of peace:
o When does your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan boss intend to order you to order
his children of peace flock; to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract?



If alternatively your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan Boss is a God / Allah / Buddha / Satan
of War; when is your God / Allah / Buddha / Satan Boss going to order you his
Interpreter prophets to order you to register your religion as a Religion of War with the
relevant State authorities?

Since I don’t believe in God; I don’t ask God if the earth he made is flat or not; whether
resources are finite or not.
Since it is quite obvious to me; that if people sincerely want to live in peace; they should
cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; I do what I can to
educate (a) people who prefer avoiding social conflict or resource war conflict about how they
can do so: cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that
requires all the worlds citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits; and engage in fully informed consenting agreements; (ii) people who occasionally or
frequently prefer to engage in physical violent conflict; that if they support the implementation
of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; based upon breeding and consuming
below ecological carrying capacity limits and fully informed consenting agreements; they will be
able to engage in fully informed consenting fight club like fights in private venues; or whatever
perverted violence they prefer to engage in; with others who have those preferences; and they
won’t have to worry about ending up in jail or in court; for their consensual violent activities.
If or where I perceive the possibility that some Generals or Admirals are sincerely concerned
about the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; to enable
humane and orderly depopulation and deindustrialization to a new Ecology of Peace based
economy; I do what I can to help them; as long as helping them does not conflict with my
commitment to (a) honesty to all; (b) getting what I want: spending time physically with
Timothy before we depart this planet.
[..]
Cultural Schmuck reality:
“I come from the school of 'walk softly and carry a big stick.'” – Esquire: William Fox Fallon: The
Man Between War and Peace.
“He was a senior commander who went with his units from house to house, from bunker to
bunker, from orange grove to orange grove; to explain what he meant. And three months later,
Gaza was quiet. Terrorism was crushed with an iron fist, with a cruel hand. He cast fear into
Gaza. …. They were afraid of him, really scared. He explained to me once in a very simple
manner; that he went to put an end to terrorism in Gaza. He was head of Southern Command.
His method was simple. Every Arab caught holding a weapon; was shot on the spot.” -- Eli
Landau & Uri Avnery; Israels Generals: Ariel Sharon.
“In our neighbourhood strength is everything” – Israel Video Network
“[05BAGHDAD5038 US Embassy Cable to Washington DC] Summary: Fight Terror with
Terror: Major General Thabit, who created and commands the Special Police Forces, is a Sunni
officer who served time in prison for attempting to overthrow the Saddam Regime. .. They
expressed the view that its necessary to fight terror with terror and it is critical that their forces
be respected and feared as this is what was required in Iraqi society to command authority. ...
Judges are not willing to bring cases against media or religious figures who incite violence, and

this is a problem.” -- James Steele: America's mystery man in Iraq; Guardian Investigation;
Wikileaks Cable.
“In the Middle East, anyone who proclaims non-stop that he wants peace, projects the image of
someone who is afraid of war because he is weak, thereby awakening the militaristic adrenaline
glands of his neighbors, who then resemble nothing so much as eagles and vultures hovering
over a dying cow. And the opposite is just as true: anyone who radiates power, strength, threat
and danger enjoys comparative tranquillity because the bullies leave him alone. This is the
reason the Arabs hated and respected Ariel Sharon and Moshe Dayan – they were afraid of
them. Sadat made peace with Israel because he could not defeat the Jewish state despite the
surprise factor he had in opening the Yom Kippur War and his early success in crossing the
Suez Canal. Hussein also made peace with Israel, hoping it would use its power to help him
face the Baath party of Syria and Iraq. Arafat agreed to a hudabiyya peace - that is, a
temporary "peace" for as long as the enemy is too strong to defeat – after the failure of the first
intifada.... In the area called the Middle East only those who are truly powerful, threatening
and determined to deter their enemies survive. ... This is the bitter reality in which we attempt
to survive... I am just the messenger who is charged with explaining to my readers what not
everyone understands about the culture in our neighbourhood. " - Dr. Mordechai Kedar; Israel
National News: Why the Arab World Long for Labour to Win.
“Parallels between South Africa and the Middle East: How Weakness Breeds Contempt: In terms
of psychological dynamics, I see important similarities between South Africa and the Middle
East. From The Counterlife, a 1987 novel by Philip Roth: “We’ll drive through the village ... .
You’ll see how Arabs who want to can live in peace, side by side, only a couple of hundred yards
away. They come up here and buy our eggs. [Our old] chickens …, we sell to them for pennies.
… . The army could move in here tomorrow, weed out the troublemakers, and the stone
throwing would be over in five minutes. But they don’t. They even throw stones at the soldiers.
And when the soldier does nothing, you know what the Arabs think? They think you are a
shmuck – and you are a shmuck. Any place in the Middle East, you throw a stone at a soldier
and … [h]e shoots you. But suddenly they discover … that you throw a stone at an Israeli
soldier and he doesn’t shoot you. He doesn’t do anything. And that’s when the trouble begins. Not
because we are cruel, but because they have found out we are weak. … . They don’t respect
niceness and they don’t respect weakness. What the Arab respects is power.” …. And just so,
blacks think whites are fools. … Of course blacks will think you’re a shmuck – ‘and you are a
shmuck’! Arabs in Israel live better than those in ‘Palestine’, economically and politically. Most
know this, but because of Western propaganda, many ‘convince’ themselves otherwise. In South
Africa, most blacks don’t want black rule; but Western propaganda will ‘convince’ them they do.
In both cases it is a matter of mob hysteria, intimidation and liberal media influence.” –
Gedaliah Braun: Racism, Guilt, Self-Hatred and Self-Deceit: A Philosophers Hard-Headed Look
at the Dark Continent.
“Order demands violence. A rule not ultimately backed by the threat of violence is merely a
suggestion. States rely on laws enforced by men ready to do violence against lawbreakers. [..]
Without action, words are just words. Without violence, laws are just words. [..] Violence isn’t
the only answer, but it is the final answer. One can make moral arguments and ethical
arguments and appeals to reason, emotion, aesthetics, and compassion. People are certainly
moved by these arguments, and when sufficiently persuaded –providing of course that they are
not excessively inconvenienced — people often choose to moderate or change their behaviors.
However, the willful submission of many inevitably creates a vulnerability waiting to be
exploited by any one person who shrugs off social and ethical norms. [..] Violence is the final
answer to the question, “Or else what?” [..] Ask the Cherokee, the Inca, the Romanovs, the Jews,

the Confederates, the barbarians and the Romans. They all know “Or else what.” – Jack
Donovan: Violence is Golden.
“Here they place Putin in context as part of the so-called Andropov levy, a generation of KGB
officers recruited during the long (1967–82) chairmanship of Yury Andropov. According to Hill
and Gaddy, Andropov saw himself as an enlightened, liberal secret policeman who emphasized
the need to “work with people”—that is, to try persuade dissidents to change their minds and
support the Soviet regime, but with obvious coercive threats looming in the background. They
see Putin as adapting this approach to Russian politics today, trying to win through persuasion,
but always ready to bring the full force of the state to bear on any opponent who does not see
the wisdom of agreeing. Most notably, Putin used this method to bring the oligarchs to heel.
Putin made it clear they would be allowed to make their fortunes but had to become apolitical,
pay their taxes, and follow Putin’s policy line. He made it clear that their “property rights were
ultimately dependent on the good will of the Kremlin,” with former oligarch Mikhail
Khodorkhovskiy’s fate—a long jail term and seizure of his assets—serving as an example of
what would happen to anyone who stepped out of line. It is the same method that Andropov
used with dissidents, who knew that psychiatric hospitals and labor camps awaited anyone who
failed to be persuaded by the KGB’s arguments.” - CIA Review: The Man Without a Face: The
Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin, by Masha Gessen and Mr. Putin: Operative in the Kremlin, by
Fiona Hill and Clifford Gaddy.
* ~~~~~~ *
George Herald & Update: Blanco resident Tobias Koeloe Koen drives bakkie off cliff at Voelklip
Herolds Bay:
Blanco:
24 May 2015 correspondence: Subject: VADM Rogers: Re: SF44 ObsInt: Telkom-MWeb GeorgeBlanco-Rhinefield 044-874 Network Fault. Transcript available in EoP Applicants: Nanette
Derenzi [PDF]; Stan McChrystal [PDF]; (ii) Legal Correspondence to Dr. Brad Blanton [PDF];
(iii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: NSA: VADM Mike Roger.
**
Right off a Cliff:
Excerpts: (i) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Culture Change;
Right off a Cliff; (ii) EoP Axis: Annexure: Cop 21 [PDF]:
Lincoln did not ‘free the slaves’; Lincoln abolished honest overt American slavery; and did sweet
goddamn fuck all about covert dishonest American slavery.
I have only met one ‘progressive’ who gives a fuck about abolishing covert dishonest slavery.
See: comment response to Stan Goff: 25 Feb 2016: Chasin Jesus: Enemies – A Confession.
Is Allen Clifton a progressive who gives a fuck about abolishing covert dishonest secret slavery?
If so sign your EoP Axis Oath of support to abolish the Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed /
consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the Masonic War
is Peace human factory farming slavery social contract.

Or is Allen Clifton just another fuck honour pretend I give a fuck about slavery progressive
moral supremacist; while doing sweet fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace root causes of
human factory farmed slavery?
**
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine
and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,
nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.”
**
Either way; even if they managed to do what needed to be done to get a Volkstaat; the Masonic
War is Peace economic and population growth paradigm is on a violent collision course with
finite resource reality; that shall aggravate racial, religious and class Armageddon on steroids. I
am not interested in sticking around for that. I doubt anyone who has spent time in a
Mandelatopia prison cell would be.

→ → Humanity Impending Paraplegic/Beheading Collision with Finite Resources Scarcity
Conflict Violence: How many children per family leads to peace: Excerpts: Human Predicament:
Better Common Sense Required: Rapid Population Decline or Bust.
See also: EoP Rainbow Parachute or WiP Off the Cliff Collision.
**
Right Off Brooklyn Bridge:
→ 26 Apr 2016: Man survives 135 foot suicide jump off Brooklyn Bridge; taken to Methodist
Hospital – NY Post.
The Company: Leo Kritsky Father Suicide Off Brooklyn Bridge:
→ 16-02-04_BibiNetanyahu-JerusalemSunset_HarneyCoSheriff-USHwy20collission_NWFrontLavoyFinicumRoddyMcCorleyBridgeToome ...... .. The Company: 3-3: Leo Kritsky: Father
Abram Kristky: Vilnius Pogroms Emigrated to America: Fire in Sewing Machine Factory: Lost
Everything; committed suicide jumping off Brooklyn Bridge …........ Excerpt: 07 Feb 2016
correspondence Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh;
US v IronOrder/Mongols. Transcripts in: (i) EoP Axis: IL Coercion [PDF]; (ii) EoP Applicants
[PDF]; (iii) EoP Applicants: Req Asst of Counsel: NSA & FSB: Oregon Harney Co [PDF]; (iv)
EoP Axis: WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al [PDF]; (v) EoP v WiP NWO
negotiations: Comments Corr [PDF].

* ~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~ *

